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G. K. HALL & CO. PUBLICATIONS 
Short-title Catalog of 
BOOKS PRINTED IN ITALY 
and of 
Books In I tali an Printed Abroad, 15 01-16 0 0 
.------------ HELD I N SELECTED NORTH .AMERICAN LIBRARIES---
PRICE 
u.s ................... $95 .00 
Outside U.S .. .. ..... .. $104.50 
G. K. HALL & CO. 
70 LINCOLN STREET 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02111 
Free catalog of publications 
on request 
W E ARE PRIVILEGED to publish this important reference work. The following information has been provided by Professor Robert 
G. Marshall: 
This Short-title Catalog was compiled to .provide students with a refer-
ence work on books printed in Italy and Italian books printed abroad 
during the sixteenth century (1501-1600). In the imprint 1501 appears 
without attention to variation in the calendar of individual localities. 
Conceived by Dr. Rudolph Hirsch of the Library of the University of 
Pennsylvania, the project was initiated by Dr. Hirsch and the rare boo~ 
librarians of the Newberry Library and the Libraries of Cornell and 
Brown Universities. These librarians served as the editorial board. The 
present editor wa~ invited to organize and complete the cooperative proj-
ect in a format as convenient and economical as possible. In addition to 
the rich collections of the aforementioned libraries, the volume contains 
the listings of holdings of some 35 other libraries in North America and 
the Gennadius Library of the American School of Classical Studies at 
Athens, Greece. Among the libraries represented are the Library of Con-
gress , The New York Public Library, the Hebrew Union College Library, 
the D artmouth College Library, and The New York Academy of Medi-
cine Library. 
In general, the volume follows the lines of the Short-Title Catalogue of 
Italian Books, 1465-1600, of the British Jl.fttsettm (London, 1958). Un-
essential words have been omitted from the titles for brevity, and original 
spellings have been followed. The names of editors, translators and com-
mentators have been added, as well as any special features of copy, such 
as major contemporary owners , extensive manuscript additions, extra 
illustrations, if incomplete, etc. It has also been indicated when the text 
is not in the language of the title or is in more than one language. Each 
title is followed by its location which is indicated by abbreviations from 
the Union List of Serials. 
The estimated 15,000 slips in this catalog will be reproduced by offset 
with approximately 8 slips per 7" x 10" page. The three volumes 
will be bound in Class A library binding. 
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NEW REFERENCE WORKS 
Dictionary Catalog of the 
~ATER RESOURCES CENTER ARCHIVES 
University of California, Berkeley 
This dictionary catalog is particularly relevant to some of contemporary society's 
major concerns: water quality, pollution and reclamation, disposal of wastes, and 
recreational use of water. It provides a wealth of material dealing with water as a 
natural resource, its development, management and utilization, municipal and in-
dustrial water uses and problems, flood control, sediment transport, coastal engi-
neering, and problems of pollution and pollution control. 
Estimated 90,300 cards reproduced in 5 volumes 
Prepublication price: $290.00; after October 31, 1970: $360.00 
POPULATION INDEX BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Cumulated 1935-1968 by Authors and Geographical Areas 
Princeton University 
This catalog includes the entire cumulated bibliography of the Population Index, 
which, since 1935, has provided in each issue an annotated, topically arranged bibli-
ography of current books, monographs, articles and documents pertinent to demo-
graphic research, compiled principally from the resources of the Office of Popula-
tion Research, Princeton University. The catalog is in two parts; in the first, titles 
are arranged alphabetically by principal author; in the second, grouped by continent 
and country. 
Estimated 180,000 entries reproduced in 8 volumes. 
Prepublication Price: $595.00; after April30, 1971: $745.00 
Catalog of the ~ESTERN HISTORY Department 
Denver Public Library 
The catalog contains cards for books, pamphlets and some serials on the social, 
economic, political, cultural and historical development of the United States west 
of the Mississippi River. Particular emphasis is placed on the development of the 
Rocky Mountain Region from the earliest explorations to yesterday's happenings. 
Strengths have been developed in the fields of fur trade, early travel, Indians, fron-
tier theatre, railroading, mining, labor, outlaws and the cattle trade. The catalog is 
distinguished by the many analytics which enable researchers to locate much obscure 
information. 
Estimated 117,000 cards reproduced in 7 volumes 
Prepublication price: $400.00; after October 31, 1970: $500.00 
10% additional charge on orders outside the U.S. 
Descriptive material on these titles and a complete catalog of publications 
are available on request. 
G. K. HALL ~ CO. 70 Lincoln Street, Boston, Massachusetts 021 I I 
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Editorial 
." ... The principal business of a library is to acquire books that are 
needed either currently or potentially." So runs a key line in the 1967 
Annual Report of a large, important university library. Perhaps not 
too surprisingly, several university librarians on whom I have tested 
this philosophy have expressed disbelief that anyone would question 
this statement. The quotation seems to express for all too many aca-
demic librarians the keystone of their professional philosophy. The 
major focus is on collecting materials rather than on developing 
services. 
ACRL is the division within ALA focusing on the academic library 
as an institution. The Adult Services Division is the division within 
ALA devoted exclusively to services for adults. Since academic li-
braries deal almost exclusively with an adult clientele, one could 
logically expect a heavy representation of academic librarians in 
ASD. Yet less than 2 percent of ASD members are academic li-
brarians; this fact would also seem to suggest that academic librarians 
are not sufficiently service-oriented. 
On many campuses, students and faculty are becoming increasingly 
involved in today's social issues. Students have not yet started march-
ing on libraries. Perhaps they see no role for their library in solving 
social problems. And too often, it seems that many of the campus pro-
testers are grossly uninformed about even the basic facts of whatever 
social issue they are dealing with. ---
Academic librarians must be far more aggressive in demonstrating 
to their communities that their libraries have the information needed 
to formulate intelligent decisions. The principal business of a library 
should be to stimulate the effective and efficient use of man's recorded 
knowledge with the ultimate aim of helping individuals and groups 
to deal realistically with and develop sound solutions to problems. 
If this can be accomplished, we may not have to be quite so concerned 
about future world leadership. In this sense, at least, libraries serving 
higher education are the change agents about which we hear so much. 
Yes, "a library is to acquire books" (and hopefully all other forms of 
recorded ideas), but the library begins there. It is what a library does, 
not what it has, that makes it a library. 
PETER HIATT 
AT LONG LAST: 
A Maior Corpus of 
BLACK STUDIES 
MATERIALS. 
Approximately 5,000 volumes* 
$48,960 on Microcard/microfiche. 
Since 195 5 the Lost Cause Press of Louisville, Kentucky, has been 
deeply committed to documenting the social, political, and economic 
history of the Black. Basic bibliographies such as those of Sabin, 
Clark (Travels in the Old and New South), Wright (American Fic-
tion), Hubbard (Oberlin College Anti -Slavery Propaganda Pamphlet 
Collection), Coleman (A Bibliography of Kentucky History) and 
others have been used for compiling this material. The best texts 
have been selected from major collections in America and abroad 
and have been reproduced according to the strictest standards of 
micro-reproduction. 
The Lost Cause Press now offers this unrivalled collection to research 
libraries and collectors as the most comprehensive corpus of material 
available in this field. 
Unique among microform publishers, the Lost Cause Press offers 
catalog cards with all of its major collections. Purchasers of these 
publications will receive the catalog cards which identify the micro-
form editions and need only to file them in their general catalog to 
make the works immediately available to readers. 
In addition, the Lost Cause Press will provide all purchasers with 
ten copies of the hard-cover book by Lawrence S. Thompson on The 
Southern Black in Slavery and Freedom: a Bibliography of Microform 
Editions, plus a supplementary check list of materials issued after Mr. 
Thompson's bibliography went to press. Together, the book and the 
supplement will list every title in the collection. 
*Duplicates of items already in library collections may be returned 
for credit within six months after receipt of shipment. 
LOST CAUSE PRESS 
1142 Starlin Building 
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 
40202 
CABLE ADDRESS 
LOSTCAUS 
LOUISVILLE 
NANCY FARNSLEY 
CHARLES FARNSLEY 
BURREL FARNSLEY 
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ROSCOE ROUSE 
Automation Stops Here: 
A Case for Man-Made 
Book Collections 
The following paper was read at the Second International Seminar on 
Approval and Gathering Plans for Large and Medium-Size Academic 
Libraries, Kalamazoo, Michigan, October 31,1969. We print it here be-
cause i.ts dissenting viewpoint is as timely as it is provocative. 
THIS IS INTENDED to be a case study but 
it may be more than that. A brief affair 
with an automatic book-buying plan 
proved a disappointing experience for 
the Oklahoma State University Library, 
and it is the purpose of this paper tore-
late that experience and to consider the 
reasons why it was unfortunate. 
The observations made here have no 
implications or applications for other li-
braries. I speak for one library only. The 
OSU Library experience was a unique 
one but not an exclusive one; other li-
braries have discontinued approval and 
blanket plans. 
A brief description of the book selec-
tion policy as practiced before the adop-
tion of the plan is necessary for an un-
derstanding of the situation. The pro-
cedure was a very smooth one, it moved 
without · friction, it was expeditious, and 
there was little need for conference or 
discussion between individuals. Each 
member of the staff involved had his 
own specific assignment, and he knew 
what it was; the faculty knew the indi-
viduals responsible for selecting in their 
respective fields and had confidence in 
them. 
Mr. Rouse is University Librarian at Ok-
lahoma State University, Stillwater. 
The OSU Library is organized on the 
divisional plan, and it was the divisional 
librarians and their staff members (pub-
lic services personnel) who were respon-
sible for virtually all book selection be-
. fore the plan was adopted. These were 
the people who worked with the stu-
dents and faculty and knew their needs. 
These were the people who helped un-
dergraduates with their reference ques-
tions, who aided the faculty in becom-
ing familiar with holdings in the respec-
tive divisions, who serviced the thesis 
and dissertation collection, who aided 
graduate students in gathering materials 
for their theses, who procured materials 
for them from distant libraries, who 
knew the holdings of other libraries well 
enough to direct interlibrary loan re-
quests for a good bull' s-eye percentage. 
Most of these librarians held a graduate 
or undergraduate degree in the field in 
which they were working in the library, 
and all of those involved in the book se-
lection process had long tenure, the av-
erage being 14.7 years in the OSU Li-
brary at the time the approval plan was 
instituted. A key member of the staff, al-
though promoted in rank and salary at 
regular intervals along with increased 
responsibility, has held the same position 
and title for twenty-three years. 
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The book selection routine at OSU 
was indeed unique. It was tried and 
found true. There were no complaints of 
consequence about the acquisition of 
books and journals, and our files include 
some letters complimenting the staff on 
this aspect of their work. The librarians 
handled about 80 percent of all book se-
lection and the faculty the remaining 20 
percent. We sometimes heard faculty 
comments to the effect that new publi-
cations were often ordered before they 
were aware of the need for them. There 
was a satisfactory relationship between 
the librarians and the faculty in the 
building of the book collection. 
The basic book selection tool for cur-
rent titles was LC proof slips. Upon re-
ceipt of the new proof slips, the acquisi-
tions librarian sorted them into cate-
gories for distribution to the divisional 
librarians. Other selection media were 
used, of course, such as Publishers 
Weekly, Choice, mailed advertisements, 
dealers' catalogs, reprint catalogs, for-
eign listings, and specific standard lists 
such as Books for College Libraries. 
Staff members felt a direct and personal 
responsibility for the quality of their re-
spective areas and worked very consci-
entiously to build them and round them 
out well. 
The approval plan agreement was 
made with a reputable dealer, and the 
contract specified that the library would 
be supplied one copy of every mono-
graphic U.S. imprint book within cate-
gories stipulated as well as all of the li-
brary's standing orders. It was the usual 
kind of arrangement: excluded were 
general works, juveniles, introductory 
textbooks, reprints, fiction, medicine, 
and religion. The staff held the respon-
sibility for selecting . newly published 
works desired in the fields that were ex-
cluded and this they did through proof 
slips and other sources. 
Despite the satisfactory situation they 
were enjoying, the library staff was will-
ing to relinquish the selection responsi-
bility to an outside party so long as they 
were assured that the job would be done 
as well, if not better. At the outset I 
shall admit to the possibility of unfair-
ness in an experience of only four 
months but also point out the fact that 
this was one month longer than the 
agent said was needed to have the plan 
fully operational and going satisfactori-
ly. The relationship was indeed of short 
duration but it was not entered into as 
an experiment; the contractual agree-
ment was a sincere one made on the 
basis of expected longevity. Full coop-
eration was given to the effort by the li-
brarians who had every reason to be-
lieve that this was their acquisitions pro-
cedure for the future and evermore. 
In fairness to the dealer, it must be 
noted that his service to the region was 
new but nevertheless· we did not con-
tract with him on the basis of expecting 
poor service for this reason. The lack of 
organization and the obvious use of un-
trained personnel indicated that the 
company was not ready to take on cus-
tomers. The failure can thus be tied in 
to two basic causes: the good climate 
that had previously prevailed in book 
selection at OSU and the lack of good 
organization on the part of the approval 
plan jobber. The possibility of future 
improvement of operations by the dealer 
was an unknown factor; the satisfactory 
operation of the system formerly em-
ployed by the library staff was a known 
factor. 
One major complaint against the ap-
proval plan was that the library found 
it was at times returning 50 percent of 
the titles sent. Many of these were al-
ready in the library, doubtless the result 
of an overlap in the staff selection pro-
cedure and the new plan but it did give 
the impression that the books received 
from the dealer were not new imprints. 
A large number of books were sent 
which did not classify in the categories 
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specified in the agreement. Some titles 
duplicated others previously shipped by 
the plan jobber. Still others should not 
have been sent because they were not 
monographs but serials. There was also 
the inclusion of many older titles, a 
source of real concern to the librarians. 
These seemed to classify as remainder 
stock, titles that were in some instances 
six to eight months old, many shelf-worn 
and faded. The dealer admitted that he 
purposely did not order enough books 
for all his customers, knowing that all li-
braries did not want all books. He would 
wait until some had been returned be-
fore shipping them to other libraries 
wanting them, which may account in 
part for the age and worn appearance of 
some volumes. 
The staff testified to the shipment of 
every kind of book in or out of desig-
nated categories. Received were text-
books, juveniles, reprints, and even some 
foreign titles. And, of course, there were 
many books received within categories 
properly chosen in the agreement which 
did not qualify as titles needed in the 
OSU Library. Such titles would not have 
been selected by the staff under the for-
mer procedure and these were returned. 
The overall quality of books received 
seemed very poor, especially to librari-
ans who had previously been quite dis-
criminating in the selection of titles. The 
instructions given for our library simply 
were not followed. 
The librarians were more dissatisfied 
with the books not sent than with those 
received. A number of good pertinent ti-
tles slipped by the dealer for one reason 
or another and were not supplied to the 
library; the stqff learned that they could 
not place complete dependence upon 
the plan service, and this loss of confi-
dence was the beginning of the end. It 
was known that the jobber did not have 
good relations with some publishers. 
Through all this, the staff was never able 
to tell a faculty member the status of a 
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book at a given time. Whether or not 
the dealer would ship a particular title 
was not known for certain, whereas un-
der the former procedure one could tell 
immediately that the book had been or-
dered and its exact status in the order 
routine. 
As the librarians became aware of the 
newly published books that were not 
sent by the dealer, they felt the need 
to make selections from the proof slips in 
the same manner as before. This was the 
only alternative to haphazard, incom-
plete collection building. So it was that 
the staff found itself back at the old 
task of selecting books as they had pre-
viously done. The all-books plan then 
became redundant. A ream of corre-
spondence between the library and the 
dealer gives evidence to efforts by both 
to resolve the highly unsatisfactory situ-
ation. Visits to the library were made by 
company representatives. 
One basic difficulty in receiving books 
"unsolicited" through a dealer was in re-
gard to bibliographic entry. The Head 
Cataloger at OSU names this problem 
as the prime one in the failure of the 
plan. Prior to using the approval plan, 
80 percent of our orders had been made 
from proof slips and for these no verifi-
cation was necessary. The books arrived 
already identified with main entry es-
tablished, whereas books arriving from 
the approval jobber required verification 
of authors and titles. Books were re-
ceived with multiple order forms pre-
pared but the entries were so unreliable 
that the staff had to ignore them. 
The OSU Library is one of the ninety-
seven cooperating PL 480 libraries in the 
country and therefore receives a deposi-
tory LC card for every book cataloged 
by the Library of Congress Cataloging 
Division or one of the cooperating li-
braries. Once a book is received in the 
library it is a relatively easy task, if a 
proof slip is stapled to the order card in 
the orders-outstanding file, to find and 
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pull the depository card, type the call 
number, and make a full set for the cat-
alog. There is no bibliographical or en-
try problem encountered. 
Books arriving unordered, on the oth-
er hand, must be matched with the 
cards in the depository file. This be-
comes almost a professional task unless 
one has a clerical person who has had 
good experience with corporate entries 
and other bibliographical intricacies. 
Books and depository cards did not, of 
course, arrive at the same time, the 
cards almost always arriving much later. 
The books would therefore wait in the 
cataloging department until the Library 
of Congress had prepared and distrib-
uted cataloging copy for them. These 
books had to be temporarily controlled 
unless they were treated simply as not 
having been received. Cards had to be 
checked against many shelves of books, 
or books had to be checked against 
many drawers of cards over and over 
again until the docking in space was 
complete. In other words, each time a 
shipment of books was received, the 
books had to be checked with the de-
pository catalog; each time a shipment 
of LC depository cards was received, 
these had to be checked with the books 
awaiting LC copy. A given book might 
be checked against the depository file a 
dozen times or more before it was 
matched with the proper card. In some 
instances cards never appeared and the 
searching continued for an extended pe-
riod, in which case the cataloger would 
eventually prepare original copy for the 
book. In short, the processing staff 
found itself in trouble from the begin-
ning with no let-up seen after four 
months. The books were not getting on 
the shelves any faster and additional 
burdensome tasks were found necessary 
under the new system. The library was 
not buying any more titles than before 
but the processing work was much heav-
ier. 
The division librarians, who hold the 
greatest responsibility for the selection 
of titles, maintained that the greatest 
shortcoming of the plan was the narrow 
bibliographic base upon which the agent 
operated. The public services librarians 
found it necessary to search the proof 
slips anyway, because so many good 
works were overlooked by the dealer. 
The agent's staff (or computer) did not 
send everything in the fields shown in 
our profile. An example given was con-
cerned with the laser beam. We were in 
need of everything, literally, published 
on the subject as a physics graduate stu-
dent at our institution designed the in-
strument that sent the laser beam to the 
moon and back last July. The library 
found that it could depend upon receiv-
ing through the plan only a small part of 
the material needed because the jobber 
did not furnish materials from a number 
of U.S. publishers or from numerous so-
cieties, institutions, and associations 
which issue scholarly publications. 
The same librarian who gave the laser 
beam example said he found it much 
faster and more satisfactory to choose 
books from LC proof slips than by using 
the books themselves. He felt that there 
was too much time involved in reading 
tables of contents, prefaces and such, 
whereas the LC card with its call num-
ber, subject headings, and full title gave 
all that was needed to make a decision, 
in most cases, especially in the sciences. 
The conclusion was reached that only 
the OSU faculty and library staff knew 
best which editions the library should 
have, which publishers were best for 
specific titles, which editors it preferred. 
Oklahoma State librarians were better 
and more currently informed about their 
degree programs, departmental projects 
and studies, thesis topics, and specialties 
of the faculty. There is no time lag in al-
tering the profile when the job is done 
by a well-advised librarian right at the 
source of information. 
1 
1 
Disenchanted with the whole idea, 
the OSU Library staff, almost to a man, 
was pleading to return to the former 
method of selecting and ordering books. 
The approval plan was cancelled and 
the proof slip routines reinstated. When 
this was accomplished, the staff found 
that they were still trying to extricate 
the library from the red tape of the plan 
a year and a half later. Today the book 
selection procedure is as good as it ever 
was. The librarians and the faculty are 
content with this routine, and they are 
of the opinion that the development of 
the collection in the various fields and 
disciplines is as good as can be expected 
for a library with a limited budget. 
The writer recently received a long-
distance call from a million-volume li-
brary in the far West. The caller said he 
needed advice about his acquisitions 
program. The library had been on an 
all-books plan the year before but the 
supplier did not furnish materials as 
promised. The librarian was unable to 
answer the faculty's questions as to 
whether certain titles were coming, and 
a large percentage of new titles never 
reached the library. There was much 
confusion regarding the serials that the 
dealer should supply and those that 
would come through the library's own 
standing orders; it was obvious that the 
supplier could not differentiate between 
serials and monographs. The librarian 
said too much time was wasted in re-
viewing the books that were received. It 
was therefore decided to discontinue the 
plan, and the staff returned to their for-
mer method of selection with faculty 
consultation. The librarian said they 
soon found themselves in trouble again 
and were desperately seeking a solution. 
Further inquiry brought out evidence 
that the present dilemma stems from a 
staff shortage. In this case the all-books 
plan had been turned to as a panacea, 
which it was not, and a return to the old 
manual system was a nightmare of an-
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other kind-for reasons that were easily 
identified. 
The Council on Library Resources is 
supporting a two-year study of an ex-
perimental model engineering library at 
MIT incorporating "new technological 
developments." The physical remodeling 
alone for the project, which will be car-
ried out under INTREX, has cost $2 
million, and the council made grants of 
more than a million dollars to MIT to 
support INTREX. The library will in-
corporate such software as the text ac-
cess system and the augmented catalog, 
which is a computer-based bibliographic 
mechanism utilizing the cathode ray 
tube to rapidly and interactively search 
a remotely stored catalog in which each 
document is cataloged in great depth. 
The text access system can be used to 
retrieve those documents from a remote-
ly stored microform file. Programmed 
teaching machines will also be a part of 
the library system. We can expect to see 
a computer age library and retrieval sys-
tem emerge from this kind of invest-
ment and experimentation. 
I was interested to know if this, the 
nation's most forward-looking library 
(the adjectives are mine), acquires its 
books through a blanket or approval 
plan. In my communications with them 
I almost felt like apologizing for even 
suggesting a manual procedure in their 
operations. In correspondence and by 
telephone conversation with the librari-
an I received a response which was in 
good humor but very positively and em-
phatically stated: the library now em-
ploys and expects to continue to employ 
the manual, individual, and personal 
form of book selection, all done by mem-
bers of the library staff and faculty. No 
approval or blanket plan is foreseen in 
their library. About 95 percent of the ti-
tles are selected by librarians and the 
remainder by the faculty. This highly 
mechanized library is quite satisfied 
with this arrangement, and there seem 
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to be no plans to change it. 
The Stanford University library uti-
lizes about seventeen various blanket 
and approval plans. Still the library em-
ploys a number of librarians who are 
book selection specialists, a staff which 
makes up, to use their wording, ua net-
work of acquisitional interests." Their 
specialists use Publishers Weekly and 
proof slips for selection purposes. How 
else would a great library system have 
full coverage from societies and associa-
tions, private presses, little-known pub-
lishers, U.S. and foreign governmental 
agencies, vanity presses, the U.N., pub-
lications from underdeveloped countries 
and near-print materials? Such a vast se-
lection and acquisitions program could 
not today be successfully handled in toto 
by a commercial firm, even seventeen 
of them. 
David 0. Lane, in preparing his pa-
per "Approval and Blanket-Order Ac-
quisitions Plans," queried sixty-six me-
dium-size academic libraries and re-
ceived forty-six replies.1 Thirty-one of 
those replying used approval plans 
(three of these were dissatisfied, two 
undecided). Thirty-eight of those reply-
ing used blanket -order plans (five of 
these were dissatisfied, four undecided). 
Some of the reasons given for the dis-
satisfaction by those who expressed it 
were as follows: serials present a prob-
lem, duplicates were received, too much 
junk was received, too limited, takes too 
much time, pertinent books not re-
ceived, late receipt, guidelines not fol-
lowed, and problems in billing and in-
voicing. 
In regard to Lane's inquiry concern-
ing the satisfaction of the faculty with 
the plans, only thirty-nine librarians out 
of the forty-six who responded gave an 
answer and twenty-eight of these re-
plied in the affirmative. It is interesting 
to note that his research showed that 
the median percentage of current im-
prints added by the operation of the ap-
proval/blanket order plans in these li-
braries was 28 percent. The largest num-
ber of those on the plans indicated their 
interest in retaining them and most ex-
pected to expand to other plans.· Three 
libraries expressed their intention to do 
away with blanket orders. 
In the Summer 1969 issue 'of Library 
Resources & Technical Services, Ian 
Thorn wrote of the added work involved 
with blanket and approval plans.2 "This 
method of procurement," he wrote, "oth-
er things being equal, does not result in 
'less work' for the acquisitions people. 
On balance, the acquisitions department 
will require more man-hours to process 
a given number of titles received on 
blanket order than it would if these 
same titles were ordered conventional-
ly." He modified his use of the word 
"acquisition" to exclude the selection of 
books, meaning procurement only. He 
further says, "While it eliminates some 
operations, however, blanket ordering 
creates others." 
Margit Kraft in her paper, "An Argu-
ment for Selectivity in the Acquisition 
of Materials for Research Libraries," 
makes the point that the machine will 
undoubtedly handle quantity for us bet-
ter but that it does not differentiate be-
tween quantity and quality, noting that 
this requires human intellect.3 She points 
out the fact that one feels like a 
heretic even to question the arguments 
put forth by virtually all U.S. academic 
libraries for the building of giant book 
collections and goes on to say that the 
urge to preserve an object assumes it 
has value. Her paper is a sound and sol-
id treatise which will give most of us 
pause regarding our use of all-books-
current plans as we acquire, process, 
and preserve at great cost the good, 
bad, and indifferent. 
Gordon Williams published a study in 
1966 in which he refers to a source 
which asserts that the technology library 
at Northwestern University could be re-
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duced by 75 percent and still satisfy 99 
percent of its present users, and the gen-
eral library could be reduced by 60 per-
cent and satisfy 99 percent of its users.4 
At the Symposium on Approval Order 
Plans sponsored by the Pacific North-
west Library Association in 1967, the 
fact was brought out that United States 
libraries acquired twice as many books 
in 1966 as they did in 1960. The rate of 
increase between 1965 and 1966 was 29 
percent. About fifty new institutions are 
established each .year and by 1975 aca-
demic libraries will be spending $300 
million a year for materials. Perry D. 
Morrison said at this conference, "We 
hope that the computer's tail will not 
wag the intellectual dog."5 He points out 
three advantages to using an all-books 
plan and seven disadvantages, includ-
ing the fact that the automatic plan 
builds an uncritical collection, and he re-
marks that one becomes too dependent 
upon a single supplier and "subject to 
the tyranny of his computer." The writ-
er, a faculty member himself, said he 
did not feel that his interests were being 
served if it were all to become automatic 
and superficial. ... 
At the same conference, LeRoy C. 
Merritt presented a paper entitled "Are 
We Selecting or Collecting?" in which 
he said, "My contention is that the qual-
ity of the collection produced, not the 
promised increase in efficiency or "order-
ing procedures, is the true issue."6 
When the Michigan State University 
library left the divisional plan of opera-
tion, Dr. Richard Chapin lamented the 
loss of the advantages that plan offered 
in the development of the book collec-
tion.7 He said he found it necessary to 
redefine their efforts for resource devel-
opment, and specific discipline assign-
ments were passed out to members of 
the staff. A book selection department 
was created in the library. 
A recent issue of College & Research 
Libraries includes a paper titled "Book 
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Selection in Academic Libraries: A New 
Approach," by J. G. Schad and Ruth L. 
Adams. 8 These writers advocate a work-
ing combination of faculty and librari-
ans to build the most satisfactory and 
relevant book collection. There is· no ref-
erence whatever to any kind of approv-
al or blanket or all-books plan. 
A complex operation can be auto-
mated if it is consistent and standard-
ized. Book selection is neither. The in-
formation How emanating from large 
numbers of books as they are issued 
forth is made up of many unique and 
varying parts with shades of difference 
that may be extremely important to a 
particular library situation. A machine 
cannot deal properly with this kind of~ 
fluctuating subject matter, with linguis-
tic and semantic materials; at least the 
machines in use today cannot. A book is 
the result of the thinking process of a 
man, and a machine will treat words just 
as though they were static, inflexible, 
sterile, categorical bits; the human mind 
extracts much more than this from the 
printed page. It is almost as though one 
were attempting to put a man's thinking 
process into a machine for recall as 
needed. We may try, but I hardly think 
we can be successful, really successful, 
in building a good, really good, library 
collection by automatic book selection 
alone. We can, I think, do this very well 
with a combination of machine and hu-
man intelligence. 
The OSU Library approval plan ex-
perience was an unfortunate one, but it 
did occur at one point in time under a 
specific set of circumstances. Today it 
might well be that those circumstances 
do not exist and the same set of pro b-
lems would not arise. The OSU Library 
may very well one day come back into 
the fold and employ some kind of gath-
ering plan, but if we do, I think we shall 
still use the human touch to tailor a book 
collection to fit our own particular 
needs. 
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JASPER G. SCHAD 
Allocating Book Funds: 
Control or Planning? 
Allocating book funds in academic libraries originated principally as a 
device to control powerful departments and prevent them from mo-
nopolizing funds. For this reason, present methods for apportioning 
book budgets often bear little relation to the needs of the collection. 
Identified or projected book needs are the only valid criteria for de-
termining the use of such funds. Utilizing new budgeting and biblio-
graphic techniques, academic librarians can approach allocation more 
objectively. This involves a three-step process by which planning and 
bibliographic research replace control and focus on the actual needs of 
the collection. 
ALLOCATING BOOK FUNDS by depart-
ment became common practice in aca-
demic libraries toward the end of the 
nineteenth century. This procedure orig-
4 inated primarily as a control device to 
prevent monopolization of book funds 
by particularly active or powerful mem-
bers of the teaching faculty. Before 
funds were apportioned, it was not un- -
known for the teaching faculty to fight 
over library money. It sometimes be-
came necessary to appoint committees 
to resolve these disputes. A solution fre-
quently adopted by these committees 
was to assign a definite sum to each de-
partment. In spite of hopes that this 
would reduce most of the animosity, 
complaints and challenges continued. In 
an attempt to defend their decisions, it 
became almost uniform practice for 
committees to base allocations on some 
form of historical data. Although each 
institution used somewhat different 
data, several factors were normally con-
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sidered by most colleges and universi-
ties. 
Book use as a measure of need was 
sometimes calculated simply and direct-
ly on the basis of circulation statistics by. 
department. However, because it was 
difficult to relate circulation to the vari-
ous departments, other data were more 
frequently used. For example, alloca-
tions were often based on the total num-
ber of credit hours registered for each • 
department, weighted by level (lower 
division, upper division, graduate), or 
the courses in each department were 
weighted on the basis of estimates of li-
brary dependence. Other institutions 
measured book use by the number of 
faculty members or the number of the- • 
ses, dissertations, and publications writ-
ten annually by the students and faculty 
of each department. 
The rate of publication was often tak-
en as an index of budgetary need. Each' 
year new publications were reviewed, 
and relevant titles were assigned to de-
partments. The number of books for 
each department times the average cost, 
established a percentage of the total 
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budget for each field. 
Attempts were often made to consider 
the needs of the collection. Evidence 
frequently cited included the number of 
unfilled requests on hand, expenditures 
for previous years, each department's 
percentage of the total collection, the 
number of new faculty members or new 
courses, as well as subjective judgments 
about the strengths and weaknesses of 
the collection. 
As imprecise as these factors were, 
they did help to make allocation more 
equitable. Discontent did not subside, 
however, and it was not until the thirties 
that the next advance was made. Those--
years were marked by an increased in-
terest in statistics. Statistical techniques _ 
were utilized to devise a number of 
mathematical formulas for apportioning · 
book funds. They were based on various 
factors, each of which was assigned a 
numerical value. The sums of the factors 
for each department were added, and a 
percentage of the total became an index 
for each department's share of the budg-
et. Formulas were more impartial and, 
in that sense, they did represent a step 
forward. For this reason, library com-
mittees welcomed formulas. However, 
few librarians exhibited much enthusi-
asm for them because judgments about 
which factors were significant and their 
relative importance were still subjective 
ones. 
Since the development of formulas, 
procedures for allocating funds have 
changed very little, and all of them 
share two major defects: ( 1 ) the spe-
cific needs of the collection are seldom 
considered directly, and ( 2) attitudes of 
control are still dominant. Each depart-
ment's share of the budget is calculated 
from indirect evid-ence of need, which 
usually takes the form of a statistical 
summary of past expe:r:,ience. However, 
such experience is not necessarily a re-
liable guide to current or future needs. 
It is valuable only insofar as it is anal-
ogous to the present. Librarians and li-
brary committees have misused histori-
cal statistics by constructing what 
seemed to be reasonable budgets, but 
without analyzing or questioning the 
data or their relevance to the present. 
The second defect is equally serious. Be-
cause the major concern of library com-
mittees was to curb overambitious book 
selectors and prevent departments from 
getting more than their share o{ the 
budget, attitudes of control rather than ~ 
the needs of the collection dominated 
budgetary thinking. Therefore, the proc-
ess of allocation has not contributed to-
ward effective use of funds, and few li-
brarians have done anything to improve 
matters. What efforts have been made 
were normally limited to insuring a de-
gree of budgetary flexibility and library 
control by establishing funds for the pur-
chase of general books, reference books, 
periodicals, and perhaps current books, 
as well as reserve or contingency funds 
for special needs or purchases. The re-
maining funds were left to library com-
mittees to apportion as they saw fit. 
Many librarians recognized these de-
fects and also associated the process of 
apportioning funds with control of book 
selection by the teaching faculty. As a 
result, some rejected the whole idea of 
allocation.1 Nevertheless, allocation can 
play an important part in the process of 
collection building. The solution, there- """" 
fore, is not to reject allocation, but to re-
place traditional methods with an ap-
proach that is not dominated by the spe-
cial interests of the teaching faculty but 
focuses on the real needs of the collec-
tion. Until recently there has been no 
theoretical framework to assist librarians 
in developing such an approach. Two 
developments significantly altered this 
situation. The first involves the use of 
new concepts of budgeting that are 
gaining increased acceptance not only in 
business and government, but also in the 
academic world. In government, tech-
niques for allocating resources in limited 
supply during World War II provided a 
theoretical basis for further applications. 
In 1961 program budgeting was intro-
duced into the Department of Defense, . 
and in 1965 all departments of the fed-
eral government were directed to devel-
op similar budgeting procedures. 2 Pro-
., gram budgeting contrasts sharply with 
traditional budgeting, which focuses on 
objects of expenditures and is marked 
by attitudes of inertia and control. On 
the other hand, program budgeting is an 
objective-oriented, planning process by 
which available resources are organized 
to achieve specified goals. Because funds 
are seldom if ever adequate, financial 
implications of these goals must be con-
sidered. This involves assigning priori-
ties to the component parts of the plan. 
A time dimension may be required for 
projects that cannot be completed with-
in a single budgetary period. Programs 
must be under continuous review in or-
der to clarify needs, and to improve and 
refine the planning process. 
41 The second development involves the 
emergence of bibliographers, or librari-
ans specializing in collection building. 
Until recently college and university li-
brarians were not sufficiently involved 
in the affairs of the academic communi-
ties they served. Nor were they compe-
tent to assess the quality of library re-
sources. Therefore they were not able to 
contribute significantly toward defining 
needs or developing collections in their 
libraries. However, in the forties aca-
demic administrators became seriously 
worried about the seemingly endless fi-
nancial requirements of libraries and the 
acquisition of obsolete or little-used ma-
terial. Librarians began to recognize the 
importance of planning, and they real-
ized it was necessary to define the 
amount and character of the literature 
needed to support educational pro-
grams.3 At the same time, there was in-
creased pressure on the teaching faculty 
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to publish. This caused them to devote 
more time to research and less time to 
activities such as book selection. In ad-
dition, library budgets began to grow 
more rapidly than ever before. All these 
factors forced academic librarians to as-
sume greater responsibility for collection 
building. A number of specialists 
emerged who gradually developed tech-
niques for systematically evaluating and 
developing collections. 
These new budgetary and biblio-
graphic concepts can be effectively com-
bined to produce a method of allocating 
that reflects the needs of the collection. 
A three-step process is involved: ( 1) 
formulating collecting goals; ( 2) identi-
fying specific needs; and ( 3) determin-
ing dollar requirements. 
The library's responsibility is similar 
to other schools and departments in that 
its collection must be designed to sup-
port educational objectives in the same 
way as specific degree programs and 
course offerings. Because educational 
goals determine library needs, librarians 
must be involved in campus-wide plan-
ning. They must translate the goals of 
the academic community into programs 
for developing library resources. The 
first step involves establishing the prop-• 
er level for each area of the collection. 
Although there are an infinite number 
of levels of collecting, they may be di-
vided roughly into four different cate-
gories: ( 1) a core collection of books, 
which all academic libraries should have 
regardless of their educational pro-
grams; ( 2) a collection to support un-
dergraduate instruction; ( 3) basic re-
search collections to support graduate 
programs; and ( 4) comprehensive re-
search collections to support advanced 
research. 
The appropriate level for each part of 
the collection can be established only 
after careful analysis of every significant 
factor bearing on library needs. Al-
though these may vary from institution 
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to institution, they are generally as fol-
lows: 
1. The nature of the instructional pro-
grams. The educational objectives, the 
type of students being trained, the de-
gree programs, as well as specific course 
offerings are all basic factors. Instruc-
tional methods are related to these, and 
they are perhaps the single most impor-
tant determinant of the nature and 
scope of library use. Programs that em-
phasize individual learning are heavily 
dependent on the library, whereas those 
that utilize the lecture-textbook method 
often make little or no use of the library. 
2. Research objectives. Most academ-
ic libraries are under considerable pres-
sure from the teaching faculty to sup-
port their research interests. Those with 
limited financial resources have often 
neglected undergraduate needs. Because 
of this many libraries have developed 
mediocre and unbalanced collections. Li-
braries that cannot maintain strong ba-
sic collections should not undertake to 
develop specialized holdings. Because 
only a few institutions can aspire to 
strong research collections in all fields, 
acquisition of research material must 
normally be limited. Decisions about 
which areas to support and whether to 
build basic or comprehensive research 
collections should be based on the over-
all objectives of the university, graduate 
degree programs, requirements of insti-
tutes and research bureaus, as well as 
the specific interests of individual mem-
bers of the teaching faculty and re-
search workers. The library must define 
areas of emphasis within each discipline 
and restrict acquisition of research ma-
terial to those fields. This insures the 
availability of sufficient material for re-
search purposes although the range of 
subjects is limited. 
3. Area resources. The existence and 
accessibility of comprehensive research 
collections can and should affect deci-
sions regarding acquisitions programs. 
Funds should not be used to duplicate 
expensive or infrequently used resources 
that are already easily accessible. 
Once needs have been evaluated and 
the appropriate level de;fined for each 
segment of the collection, the bibliogra-
pher must determine specific require- l 
ments for building or maintaining hold-
ings at the desired level. This informa-
tion is essential to any effective method 
for allocating funds. Identified or pro-
jected needs are the only valid criteria 
on which to base budgetary decisiop.s. 
Three steps are involved in the process 
of defining needs: ( 1 ) determining the 
relative importance of monographic, se-
rial, periodical and other material; ( 2 ) 
evaluating existing holdings for adequa-
cy; and ( 3) selecting specific titles. 
Ideally, all three steps can be accom-
plished at the same time by utilizing 
selective, authoritative bibliographies, 
which approximate the desired level of 
adequacy. By comparing the entries 
with existing holdings, the overall ade-
quacy of the collection is established 
and specific deficiencies are identified. 
Frequently, however, there is no single 
bibliographic source which is suitable. 
In such cases, the bibliographer ·must re-
ly either on a series of specialized bibli-
ographies or on a comprehensive bibli-
ography. Still other fields lack even these 
guides and the bibliographer must de-
pend on a variety of other sources such 
as national bibliographies, book catalogs, 
accessions lists, citations, review media, 
bookseller's catalogs, or studies dealing 
with the literature of the field being 
evaluated. 
The third step is to translate identi-
fied needs into specific dollar amounts, 
and to plan sufficiently far in advance to 
insure full consideration of financial re-
quirements. In developing cost data, two 
) 
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sets of figures are necessary: ( 1) a basic 
allocation; and ( 2) an augmentation. 
The basic allocation reflects the sum 
• necessary to support or maintain the col-
lection at the desired level. This will in-
clude funds to purchase currently pub-
lished material4 and to fill in minor gaps. 
Figures for current books are calculated 
on the basis of the anticipated rate of 
publication and the projected unit costs. 
Funds in this category will remain fairly 
stable from year to year, adjusted to 
changes in the rate of publication and 
cost, or to modifications in the scope of 
collecting. The augmentation is intend-
~ ed to develop the collection to a level of 
adequacy by providing support for the 
purchase of titles identi£ed in systemat-
ic bibliographic surveys. In most aca-
demic libraries, the level of adequacy is 
continually changing in response to a 
variety of factors, such as new degree 
programs, course offerings, faculty mem-
bers, and research projects. Further-
more, increasingly detailed bibliograph-
ic research in each field will normally 
identify additional weaknesses. Cost es-
timates should reflect the percentage of 
titles that are in-print and out-of-print 
as well as the average price for each 
category. Often projects must be ex-
tended over a period of years owing to 
limi.ted budgetary support, or because 
substantial amounts of the titles are out-
of-print and cannot be obtained during 
a single budgetary period. Therefore, 
while the basic allocation remains rela-
tively stable, the augmentation fluctu-
ates considerably from year to year. 
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Funds are allocated for specific pur-
poses and, when one acquisitions pro-
gram has been completed, funds can be 
diverted to other projects. Projects in-
volving large amounts of out-of-print 
material are different in that a decreas-
ing ·number of titles can be located in 
the antiquarian market with each suc-
cessive year. In such cases, funds can be 
gradually reduced over a period of 
years. 
In summary, allocating book funds 
should not be a control device, nor a 
matter of campus politics, nor the re-
sult of well intentioned but ill-informed 
judgments about the nature of library 
resources needed to support instruction-
al programs. Nor is this simply a matter 
of objectivity as opposed to subjectivity, 
for complete objectivity in evaluating 
books and book needs is illusory. It is a 
matter of reducing as far as possible the 
degree of subjectivity that has tradition-
ally influenced the allocation of book 
funds. For this reason, allocation should 11 
be the result of academic and fiscal plan-
ning that expresses identified needs in 
terms of dollar costs. Assessments must 
be based on thorough bibliographic re-
search and continual evaluation of the 
collection. While it is easy in theory to 
define such an approach, it is hard to do 
in practice. Yet the . attempt is worth-
while. This approach alone forces the 
academic community-librarians, ad-
ministrators, and teaching faculty alike 
-to approach the use of library funds 
in terms of what must be provided in 
order to support educational programs. 
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LUCINDA CONGER 
The Annex Library of Princeton j 
University: The Development of a J 
Compact Storage Library 
Forced by the pressures of space to venture into compact storage, 
Princeton developed its unique "open stack'' compact storage library, 
the Annex Library, after examining modes of storage used by other li-
braries. Influenced by the importance of maintaining good public re-
lations with its users and of interfering as little as possible with existing 
cataloging practices, Princeton made "reversibility" the chief advan-
tage of its selection and processing systems. This paper deals with 
the decisions made and the methods used to organize the Annex Li-
brary, with the building itself, and the selection, cataloging, and re-
trieval procedures. 
THE IDEA OF CoMPACT STORAGE 
AT PRINCETON 
THE PRINCETON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY sys-
tem consists of a central building, the 
Harvey S. Firestone Library, in which 
the university's basic book collection is 
housed, and eighteen special subject 
collections located in buildings else-
where on campus. The Firestone build-
ing opened in 1948. Its open stack ar-
rangement was designed to be flexible 
and expandable, but expansion for book 
shelving could only be carried so far. 
Provision had to be made for reading 
areas, carrels, and personnel offices; for 
expansion of the preparations areas and 
of the main card catalog. Gradually, 
with the growth of the book collections 
all over the campus, the Firestone 
building became a depository for ma-
terials for which the subject libraries did 
not have room, and for books for which 
' I 
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future buildings are planned, as is the 
case with the Oriental language collec-
tions. 
As early as 1959, the library admin-
istration expressed concern about the 
problem of housing its burgeoning book 
collections. At the time, William S. Dix, 
the university librarian, pointed out in a 
memorandum to the faculty and trust-
ees that the Firestone Library, which 
had opened only ten years earlier, 
would be filled to capacity by 1965, and 
that almost all of the special subject col-
lections were already plagued by over-
crowding. With the construction of new 
facilities, space pressure in many of the 
outside libraries would be eased consid-
erably, but the situation in others and in 
Firestone would only worsen with in-
creased acquisitions due to plans to 
broaden the curriculum and to expand 
the graduate school. 
Emergency measures had to be un-
dertaken to forestall the anticipated 
overcrowding, since an addition to the 
Firestone building could not be made 
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immediately. Three alternatives were 
suggested: 
1. participation in some cooperative 
storage or deposit venture with other 
libraries in this area, a procedure 
through which seldom-used volumes 
might be transferred to a jointly 
owned building not necessarily in 
Princeton; 
2. the conversion of a part of the Fire-
stone building into a closed-stack, 
compact storage area in which sel-
dom-used books might be shelved ac-
cording to size, without regard to 
classification and much more eco-
nomically than in the present classi-
fied arrangement; or 
3. the erection somewhere on the edge 
of the campus of a comparatively in-
expensive storage library for the hous-
ing in compact fashion of our own 
seldom-used books.1 
Mr. Dix went on to analyze the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of each al-
ternative: 
The first is perhaps the most desirable, 
since it carries with it the possibility · of in-
telligent cooperative acquisition policies 
which would serve through the years to re-
duce library costs in all cooperating insti-
tutions. Experience indicates, however, 
that there are tremendous difficulties to 
the actual realization of such a plan in this 
area. I shall make it my business to keep 
informed and to explore all possibilities 
which seem reasonable. The second alter-
native, a compact storage area within the 
Firestone building, seems to me unwise; it 
would negate the whole educational phi-
losophy behind the open-stack building 
and would use expensive space for a pur-
pose which much less expensive space 
would serve. Therefore we have rejected 
this approach and propose that this build-
-ing be considered a completely open-stack, 
classified library until it approaches satura-
tion, when some policy of systematic re-
tirement of less used volumes to other less 
accessible areas should be instituted. The 
third alternative, an inexpensive storage 
building on inexpensive University land, 
thus seems at the moment to be the most 
likely solution of the long-range growth 
problem. 
CoMPACT STORAGE ELsEWHERE 
Compact storage in the United States 
is a fairly new idea. In Great Britain 
and Europe, there is a long history of 
storing books by size in high shelving 
with narrow aisles. Books are arranged 
in fixed accession order, without regard 
to subject matter; direct access to books 
is necessarily closed to the public. In 
the United States, creation of coopera-
tive storage facilities was considered as 
early as 1903 by President Eliot of Har-
vard, but the idea did not develop until 
the 1940s when the New England De-
posit Library was opened.2 The partici-
pating libraries could rent space in an 
inexpensive warehouse building located 
in the Brighton section of Boston and 
there deposit their little-used mono-
graphs, newspapers, and periodicals in 
an arrangement of their own choosing. 
Each library keeps its own record of 
books deposited and contributes to a 
union catalog for the complete holdings 
of the building. Duplication of deposits 
could thus be avoided and valuable 
space spared. 
The Mid-West Library Center,3 es-
tablished in 1951, stores books in six size 
groups on movable ranges. Now called 
the Center for Research Libraries, it ac-
tually assumes the ownership of the ma-
terials deposited by the participating li-
braries. 
Yale University's "selective book re-
tirement program"4 was begun in 1952. 
Books are shelved in "double-faced" 
stacks 7'6" in height with 22" aisles. The 
books are shelved by size in six sizes, 
with volumes in the first four size 
groups, 5" to 9" in width and not more 
than 12" high, shelved on their fore-
edges; volumes in the fifth group, 12" to 
16" high, are shelved upright; and vol-
umes in the sixth size group, over 16", 
are shelved flat. Shelves are completely 
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filled, with no room for insertion; books 
are assigned a fixed location number 
within their size designation. All trace of 
the original classification is obliterated 
from the book and from the catalog 
cards for the book. The storage number 
must also be typed on these cards, cre-
ating a heavy workload of cards being 
removed from the catalog and being re-
filed. All record changing procedures are 
performed by experienced members of 
the university library cataloging depart-
ment, which often causes a backlog in 
the regular workload of the cataloging 
department. As the record changing pro-
cedure is so permanent, the importance 
of accurate and careful selection of 
books for storage at Yale cannot be over-
emphasized. 
Similar procedures are followed at the 
New York Public Library, whose book 
storage program began in 1956, and by 
the Union College library. 5 
THE ANNEX BuiLDING: THEORY 
AND CoNSTRUCTION 
Unlike the other storage facilities just 
described, Princeton's Annex Library 
has been developed as an open stack li-
brary. The preservation of "browsabili-
ty," while attempting to provide com-
pact shelving of books, was the primary 
goal of the planners and architects of 
this building. The library was designed 
by the firm of Warner, Burns, Toan and 
Lunde (New York) and was financed in 
part by federal funds. It was built on 
relatively inexpensive University land 
about a mile and a half from the main 
campus, at Princeton's James Forrestal 
campus. Construction on the Annex 
building was completed in the autumn 
of 1968. 
The original plans for the Annex Li-
brary, which called for a separately 
maintained office, a reading room, a 
sorting room building, and a warehouse 
structure for 500,000 volumes, all linked 
by a corridor, had to be scrapped be-
cause of the expense involved in such a 
design. A modified arrangement, in 
which the office and reading room are 
incorporated within the warehouse 
structure itself, was devised to lower 
the cost of construction. It also cut the 
capacity of the building by 100,000 vol-
umes. Locked storage space is provided, 
too, within the shelving area for rare 
books, manuscripts, and university ar-
chives. The modified plan also dimin-
ished the amount of floor space that 
these library sections so badly need. The 
building, however, can be expanded in 
the future, either by extending the floor 
space of the building on its present site, 
or by building a second tier of stacks. 
The heating/ air-conditioning system will 
permit year-round temperature control, 
set at about sixty degrees, as well as 
humidity control, in an effort to keep 
dust and deterioration to a minimum. 
SHELVING PLAN 
The principle of "browsability" is 
maintained in the Annex Library by 
shelving books by classification within 
size. Compactness in storage is achieved 
by shelving books in six sizes. Unlike the 
Yale system, the determining dimension 
of a book for sizing is its height. Accord-
ing to a Purdue University study, five 
ccproper ly chosen heights could increase 
capacity by 53 percent" over average li-
brary shelving.6 Originally, only five 
sizes were considered, based on size 
samplings done at Brown University, 
Yale, and Princeton. These five repre-
sented height maximums of 7~~", 8~", 
ffi~", 12W', and 16W'. However, as the 
metal-clip, adjustable warehouse shelv-
ing could only be adjusted on 1W' cen-
ters, it was necessary to adapt the sizes 
to the shelving. The resulting size cate-
gories are as follows: 
Up to 7~" Representing 10.7% of 
the shelving 
7~~" to 9" Representing 20.9% of 
the shelving 
j 
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9" to 1()1~" Representing 35.5% of 
the shelving 
10~~, to 13~~, Representing 24.3% of 
the shelving 
13~" to 1m~" Representing 4.5% of 
the shelving 
All sizes have a finger deflection allow-
ance of %". The sixth size was added 
later to accommodate books over 16~" 
tall. These books are shelved Hat. 
The stack ranges are about 8~' tall, 
which means that the usable shelves 
range from ten for the smallest size to 
five for the largest. In the first two sizes, 
books are shelved from both sides of a 
single 12" shelf. The books in the third 
size are shelved double on a 14" shelf. 
Thus, the space ordinarily wasted be-
tween books shelved singly on double 
shelves is eliminated, except in the two 
larger sizes where the width of the book, 
being proportional to its height, war-
rants the use of the full shelf width for a 
single volume. The width of the aisle in 
the first three sizes is about 22". Aisle 
spacing is wider in the larger sizes 
where books are shelved as convention-
ally, on a double-shelved stack range, 
but even here the aisle width is still less 
than the normal stack aisle. 
OPERATION 
The Annex Library is open from 8:30 
A.M. to 4:30 P.M., Monday through Fri-
day. It is staffed by two experienced 
shelvers who alternate with each other, 
each working one week in the Annex 
and one week in the Firestone Library. 
(They do not work at the Annex at the 
same time. ) Each man can therefore 
spell the other on holidays and vaca-
tions. 
It is the responsibility of the shelver 
to shelve all books sent to the Annex for 
storage, to retrieve books requested, to 
mai;ntain the circulation files, to host and 
assist visitors in the building, and to 
charge out books directly from the 
building. More will be said later about 
the components of retrieval. 
THE ANNEX OFFICE IN FIRESTONE 
LIBRARY: FuNCTION AND OPERATION 
The selection and processing of all 
books sent to storage is handled by a 
central office in the Firestone Library, as 
the office must be close to the main card 
catalog and the shelf list for the entire 
campus, as well as accessible to the peo-
ple, departments, library sections, and 
special collections with which it works. 
This office coordinates the selection of 
the books. It also works with the various 
processing departments of the library: 
the cataloging department, the bindery, 
the additions and transfers section, rare 
books, circulation, and reserve, without 
being a part or subdivision. The Annex 
office is staffed by a professional librari-
an, who is charged with setting up the 
procedures to be followed and settling 
policy questions, and by one nonprofes-
sional assistant, who processes books 
and book records. 
SELECTION: WHY, WHAT, AND How 
There are two basic principles fol-
lowed in selecting a book for storage. 
These principles, suggested by studies at 
Yale and the University of Chicago, are 
recency of use and age of material. 7 Dur-
ing the process of selection, they are of-
ten interrelated, in that old works are 
very often the most unused books in a 
subject. However, this is not necessarily 
so. A volume of Aristotle's works pub-
lished in the seventeenth century may 
be in constant demand for the history of 
science courses, while a modern science 
text may be selected for storage because 
it contains outdated information which 
could misinform a reader. (The latter 
should not be discarded, as it may be-
come tomorrow's history of science text. ) 
In general, however, the following 
guidelines are followed: ( 1) little or no 
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use in the past ten years, as indicated 
on the circulation cards (primary guide 
for monographs); ( 2) publication prior 
to a certain date, the date varying with 
subject and content of the material ( pri-
mary guide for serials); and ( 3) super-
seded editions. 
It has been found, however, that even 
with such guidelines, it is best to consult 
those who know and use the books, as 
the best guideline is no substitute for in-
timate awareness of the currents of in-
terest and study within a discipline. 
Hence, three modes of selection have 
been set up: ( 1 ) direct faculty selec-
tion: a faculty member examines the 
books in his field at the shelves and 
makes a list, by call number, of those he 
thinks can be stored; ( 2) librarian se-
lection subject to faculty review: a 
knowledgeable librarian examines the 
books at the shelves, selects those to be 
stored, places them on a book truck to 
be displayed for about a week during 
which time the faculty may remove 
those volumes which they judge should 
not be stored; ( 3) librarian selection: a 
knowledgeable librarian examines the 
books at the shelves and makes a list by 
call number of the books to be stored. 
These selection techniques are, how-
ever, not without Haw. There have been 
problems with interdepartmental con-
flicts of interest. Thus, a man in the his-
tory department may desire that a book 
which was selected for storage by some-
one in the classics department remain 
available in the stacks. It has been nec-
essary, therefore, to provide for flexibili-
ty within selection and, subsequently, 
processing methods. The Annex Library 
tries to be as amenable as possible to 
reversal of selection. If a book is re-
quested by two different borrowers dur-
ing one year, or if a librarian requests 
that a book be transferred elsewhere, or 
if a justified student complaint is reg-
istered, the book in question will be 
withdrawn from storage or ''de-An-
nexed" and returned to the stacks. 
As books are examined for possible 
storage, others which ought to be dis-
carded are also sought, especially un-
necessary duplicate copies. There may 
also be in the stacks material which 
would be of interest to the Center for 
Research Libraries. The criteria for se-
lection for the Center are that such ma-
terial be: extensive in bulk, not especial-
ly needed on campus, not commonly 
available in other libraries because of 
the difficulty or expense of its acquisi-
tion, and infrequently, though some-
times extensively, used. 
There are, therefore, four alternatives 
facing the book selector when he ex-
amines books at the shelves: to leave 
the book on the shelf; to store the book; 
to withdraw the book; or to send the 
book or set of books to the Center for 
Research Libraries. 
By the time the Annex Library 
opened for business on N ovem her 18, 
1968, 36,460 volumes, 240 archives box-
es, and other cartons belonging to vari-
ous library departments were stored on 
the Annex shelves. Since then, there 
have been an average of 4.1 requests per 
day for materials from its shelves. 
The largest number of books selected 
so far are in the subject of religion. Oth-
er subjects represented are: general pe-
riodicals, classics, sports, oratory, psy-
chology, education, biology, geology, 
chemistry, economics, industrial rela-
tions, theatre arts, and music. 
PREP ARA noN OF BooKs FOR STORAGE 
Books which have been selected for 
storage may be sent directly to the An-
nex office for processing, where they are 
arranged in call number order so that a 
list of call numbers can be compiled. Or, 
a list of the call numbers may be given 
to the Annex librarian, whose staff will 
then gather the books from the stacks. 
This list of call numbers becomes, in the 
processing procedures, the master rec-
I 
~ 
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ord of all transactions involving each call 
number. 
The first step in the preparation of 
books for storage is to measure them. 
Five wooden sticks, each the maximum 
height of one of the five height cate-
gories, are used for this purpose. 
Princeton's size categories are desig-
nated by the roman numerals I, II, III, 
IV, and V. In the original plans, the des-
ignations were alphabetical A, B, C, D, 
and E, but these were changed because 
of the possibility of confusion with the 
Library of Congress classification. Books 
which measure over 163~" are labeled 
"Elephant." Books which measure in dif-
ferent sizes, although part of the same 
set, are assigned to the different sizes, 
togetherness being subordinate to com-
pactness. 
The size for each call number record-
ed on the master sheet is written next to 
that call number. A small ''self-adhesive'' 
label, about W' by %" is affixed to the 
spine or front cover of the book, to show 
the roman numeral size category in 
which the book should be shelved. In 
case this label comes off, ANNEX Lm. is 
stamped on the inside cover of each 
book where its call number is again 
noted, should the call number on the 
spine be unreadable. A smaller stamp, 
ANNEX, is stamped on the circulation 
cards, in order to distinguish the normal-
ly circulating Annex book from other 
books which circulate for different peri-
ods of time. If a book has no circulation 
cards, none are made until the book is 
circulated. 
When a request to de-Annex a book 
is received, the adhesive label is re-
moved from the book, the ANNEX Lm. 
stamp on the inside cover and the small-
er ANNEX stamp on the book cards are 
crossed out. The book is then ready to 
be reshelved in the open stacks. 
CATALOGING AND RECORD KEEPING 
The . simplicity of Princeton's storage 
procedures derives from the fact that no 
change is made in the given identifica-
tion of a book. The classified call num-
ber is retained as the primary element 
needed to identify and locate each book 
in storage. The size of book is the sec-
ond element needed because, as men-
tioned earlier, books are stored in clas-
sification order within each size. 
Because books selected for storage are 
removed from assigned and known lo-
cations in the stacks, it is imperative that 
all cataloging records for each title (i.e., 
shelf list card, main entry card, and all 
secondary entries) show the new loca-
tion as quickly as possible. A complete 
record for all books in all the Princeton 
campus libraries is kept in the Firestone 
Library, where books are centrally cata-
loged. Each outside library also main-
tains its own main and secondary entry 
file; cards in these files, too, must show 
the new location of books transferred to 
the Annex. 
The Annex staff can indicate this 
transfer in all the above-mentioned rec-
ords without removing any card, except 
the main entry card from the public cat-
alog in Firestone, and without writing 
on any card, except in a few special in-
stances. This is accomplished by slipping 
a pre-printed plastic envelope or "card 
protector" of .002" Mylar (Demeo #28-
681) over every card as indicated in the 
tracings on the main entry card. The 
slip is imprinted within ~f' or ~4'' from 
the top of the slip with a roman numer-
al for the size, the Annex location, and 
brief directions for retrieval. The great 
advantage to using these slips is that by 
simply removing them from the cards a 
book is reinstated to its former position 
in the library. The greatest disadvantage 
is that their use expands the catalog by 
one inch for every 250 cards slipped. 
Postulating five as the average number 
of cards per title, these figures indicate 
that the catalog will expand by one inch 
for every fifty titles stored. 
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The Annex Library's record of books 
in storage is its shelf list, a classified 
card arrangement in which the sizes are 
interfiled. It is used not only to check 
whether a title is in the Annex but also 
as a cross-reference from call number to 
size. The call number, author, short title, 
place and date of publication are typed 
from the library's shelf list. Besides bib-
liographic information, a card may indi-
cate multiple volume and copy informa-
tion. The size designation is taken from 
the master sheet and marked in red ink 
on the typed card. The shelf list card 
from which each typed card was copied 
is slipped with an appropriately sized 
plastic slip. The typed cards are then 
used in the record changing process at 
the catalog, after which they become 
part of the Annex shelf list. 
The basic processing routines are ex-
plained in the "Annex Library Proce-
dures Manual," useful especially in 
training new personnel and for main-
taining uniformity. 
The average cost of processing an An-
nex book and to change the catalog rec-
ord is forty-eight cents. This price in-
cludes the cost of supplies, as well as of 
labor. The average was obtained by 
combining the cost of the labor of the 
professional and nonprofessional work-
ers, as both perform the book-processing 
operations. 
TRANSPORTATION 
Most books are sent to the Annex Li-
brary on large 54W' by 42W' book trucks 
aboard the library's mail delivery truck. 
If the books are fairly small, more than 
400 volumes can be shipped at once. 
This method of transport requires, how-
ever, the existence of docking facilities, 
which are available at both the Fire-
stone Library and the Annex Library. 
Branch libraries without docking facili-
ties must send their books in boxes to 
the Annex office in Firestone, where 
they are processed and then sent to 
storage on the book trucks. 
COMPONENTS OF RETRIEVAL 
Retrieval of books from the Annex Li-
brary operates on a principle similar to 
interlibrary loan. An individual at the 
main campus may either .borrow a book 
directly from the Annex by going there 
himself or he can borrow the book 
through one of the campus libraries. 
Most circulation from the Annex is indi-
rect-from the Annex to a campus li-
brary and subsequently to the borrower. 
Annex books circulate to any authorized 
borrower regardless of status for the du-
ration of the academic year. This policy 
was established to make the use of An-
nex books more attractive, especially to 
those borrowers whose loan period is 
normally limited, such as undergradu-
ates and graduate students. Like other 
library books, an Annex book is subject 
to recall for another borrower after it 
has been charged out for two weeks. 
Several forms of communication be-
tween the main campus libraries and 
the Annex were explored before the 
method now used was chosen. The main 
requirements for any communication 
equipment were: ( 1) that it not require 
the presence of the shelver who cannot 
always be in his office; ( 2) that it be 
available to all the campus libraries; ( 3 ) 
that it not be prohibitively expensive. 
The ordinary telephone was eliminated 
by the first requirement. Simple varia-
tions of it -extensions and loud bells for 
the storage area were thought to be too 
clumsy, interrupting and perhaps star-
tling the shelver in the middle of his 
work. Facsimile transmission was elimi-
nated by requirements two and three. It 
would be too expensive to place trans-
mission units in each of the campus li-
braries, although this means of commu-
nication was considered to be the least 
error-prone. In the end, it was decided 
to use the Bell System's "Electronic Sec-
retary," a telephone-answering and re-
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cording machine. It requires only a reg-
ular telephone to transmit information 
from the campus libraries; it records and 
holds spoken book requests until the 
shelver has time to take the messages, 
and is fairly inexpensive to lease ( $28.80 
per month). 
In order to avoid abuse of the record-
ing device, its extension number is giv-
en out only to those circulation depart-
ments or services, such as interlibrary 
loan, which regularly request Annex 
books. It has been found that this ma-
chine works well for the purpose, de-
spite the disadvantages inherent in de-
livery of messages by telephone. 
In addition to the "Electronic Secre-
tary," there is another telephone, whose 
number is available to the public. If the 
shelver is not in the office, however, this 
phone goes unanswered. 
Books are carried between the main 
campus and the Annex Library twice a 
day, once in the morning and once in 
the afternoon. Therefore, the waiting 
time for a normal Annex book request is 
never more than twelve hours for a book 
wanted at the Firestone Library and 
rarely more than twenty-four hours for a 
book requested by other campus li-
braries. 
CoNCLUSIONS 
The fundamental principle underlying 
all policies formulated for the Annex Li-
brary is to make the idea of compact 
storage as attractive as possible to all 
concerned. From the beginning, the Li-
brarian consulted with the faculty and 
the library trustees on the subject, al-
ways keeping them informed of new de-
velopments, with the hope that an en-
lightened public will be an understand-
ing one. In light of this principle, the 
importance of such key elements as the 
following cannot be overemphasized. 
Factors which were deemed impor-
tant to faculty, student body, and other 
users of the library included: ( 1 ) selec-
tion with faculty assistance or review; 
( 2) reversible selection; ( 3) quick re-
trieval time; ( 4) browsability: retention 
of open stack concept; ( 5) slipping all 
catalog records to show Annex location; 
( 6) direct circulation from the Annex 
Library, as well as indirect circulation; 
( 7) full academic year loan period, re-
gardless of status. 
Factors which were considered impor-
tant to librarians and library administra-
tion included: ( 1 ) no change in estab-
lished cataloging and classification; ( 2) 
all work done by an independent de-
partment; ( 3) fast adjustment of all cat-
aloging records, so that the time gap be-
tween moving the books and indicating 
their location is minimized; ( 4) repair 
of books which ~re falling apart and 
would not last long if stored in their 
present condition; ( 5) temperature and 
humidity control to prevent decay of 
book materials. 
THE FUTURE 
· The Annex Library is designed to be 
a continuously functioning operation. 
Access to books stored therein will al-
ways be needed. Provision has been 
made in the original construction to ex-
pand the capacity of the building in the 
future. 
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lnforination Retrieval 
From the Management Point of View 
Several conclusions may now be drawn by management, based on 
results derived from several "laboratory" experiments in information 
retrieval. A major finding is that a controlled indexing language (con-
trolled by an authority list of headings) will not provide more ef-
fective retrieval than will the uncontrolled type. Automatic indexing, 
using semantic and syntactic devices, does not improve upon the 
performance of a manual system. Increasing the number of subject 
entries per document (with or without computer) will increase the 
number of retrievals relevant to a question, but will at the same time 
disproportionately increase the number of nonrelevant references. 
INTRODUCTION 
A NUMBER OF INVESTIGATIONS conduct-
ed recently by documentalists have 
grave implications for those library ad-
ministrators contemplating the develop-
ment of a large-scale information sys-
tem. In this paper some well-known ex-
periments are discussed, and the results 
evaluated from a management point of 
view. 
During the past few years a num her 
of significant tests of information retriev-
al systems have been conducted, of 
which three are perhaps most important 
to librarians: the work by Cleverdon 
and his associates at the College of Aer-
onautics in Cranfield, England; by Sar-
acevic, Rees, and others at the Center 
for Documentation and Communication 
Research at Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity; and by Salton and his co-work-
ers in the Department of Computer Sci-
ences at Cornell. These information sci-
entists have indisputably advanced our 
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understanding of information retrieval; 
on the other hand, their efforts to op-
timize retrieval have not met with undi-
vided success. Furthermore, from the li-
brary management point of view, the 
depth of indexing employed, the con-
struction of thesauri, and the sophisti-
cated devices introduced seem terribly 
expensive. Nevertheless, it would be a 
mistake for librarians to ignore the im-
plications of the work done by these in-
formation scientists. 
BRIEF. DESCRIPTION OF THE TESTS 
UNDER DISCUSSION 
1. The Cranfield tests. The Cranfield 
tests emphasized the significance of lan-
guage devices which influence recall 
and precision, such as roles, links, inter-
fixing, partitioning; also studied was the 
influence of the number of coordinate 
tenns in a search question and the depth 
of indexing.1 
Three indexing languages were test-
ed: single-terms, concepts, and a con-
trolled language, all in the subject field 
of aerodynamics. With each language 
several recall devices were tested, and 
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for each of the languages several preci-
sion devices were used, including coor-
dination. 
2. The Case Western Reserve tests. 
Several indexing languages were tested 
by Saracevic and his team. 2 Those that 
need be referred to in this context are: 
( a) keywords assigned by indexers 
( that is, in the language of the text) and 
(b) a language based on the so-called 
"telegraphic abstracts" (a language em-
ploying a number of formal recall and 
precision devices ) . 
The tests conducted at Case Western 
Reserve University emphasized the in-
fluence of the manipulation of search 
questions. Depth of indexing was tested 
by treating full texts, abstracts, and ti-
tles as independent variables. A third 
major variable was the indexing lan-
guages. 
3. SMART. The SMART system 
(originally established at Harvard, now 
at Cornell) is described in a recent text 
by Gerard Salton and in a number of re-
ports entitled Information Retrieval Sys-
tem, coming most recently from the De-
partment of Computer Sciences at Cor-
nell.3 Unlike MEDLARS, where ma-
chine manipulation follows manual in-
dexing, SMART indexing depends as 
well upon machine manipulation of the 
documents prior to the actual retrieval 
process. Each search question and each 
document is manipulated from the view-
point of word and phrase frequency and 
from the viewpoint of establishing, by 
frequency studies, clusters of related 
documents. 
In addition, dictionaries are provided 
to reduce the variety of words by com-
pounding stems and suffixes; for exam-
ple, one dictionary makes it possible to 
recognize the singular and the plural of 
a word as a single term, and words such 
as economize, economical, economies 
are also gathered up as a single term. 
Semantic relationships are established 
by means of a dictionary of synonyms, 
and the hierarchical relationships are es-
tablished in a classified system. The syn-
tactic relationship between phrases is 
controlled by phrase dictionaries, for ex-
ample, library schools and schools of li-
brarianship. The emphasis in SMART, 
then, is on the influence of these dic-
tionaries on the document search and in 
the manipulation of the search ques-
tions. These dictionaries are studied in-
dependently and also with respect to 
their cumulative effect. Thus the 
SMART system identifies the single best 
dictionary, as well as those which in 
combination prove most efficient with 
respect to recall and precision. 
RESULTS OF TESTS 
The inverse relationships of recall and 
precision. There is general agreement 
that there is usually an inverse relation-
ship between recall and precision, that 
is, while recall can be raised to 100 per-
cent, the cost in the number of nonrele-
vant documents retrieved is great. The 
nearer one approaches 100 percent re-
call, the greater proportionately is the 
drop in precision. 
Automatic indexing. Using SMART 
methods Salton came to the conclusion 
that, "Fully automatic text analysis and 
search systems do not appear to produce 
a retrieval performance which is inferior 
to that obtained by conventional systems 
using manual document indexing and 
manual search formulations." 
Precision and recall devices. Precision 
devices, except for coordination, proved 
of little value. Of the various recall de-
vices, the use of synonyms proved sig-
nificant, while the hierarchical ( classi-
fied) proved less effective than had 
been supposed. At Case Western the 
use of role indicators proved to be sig-
nificant only when the full text was 
available to the indexers; with abstracts, 
role indicators and other retrieval de-
vices were not superior. At Cranfield, 
the controlled language performance 
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was not improved by manipulating it 
hierarchically. 
At Cranfield a surprising outcome 
was the realization that the uncon-
trolled single term natural language of 
the text was little improved by most re-
call or precision devices. At Cornell, it 
was found that the cumulative effect of 
all the dictionaries was more effective 
than any lesser combination. 
In summary, in any system a signifi-
cant recall device is the dictionary of 
synonyms, but the hierarchical element 
is not of major significance. Coordina-
tion is a powerful retrieval procedure. 
Controlled languages. At Cranfield, a 
rank order of thirty-three indexing lan-
guages and devices was published, in-
dicating their power of recall. The top 
seven languages were all uncontrolled. 
The best controlled language ranked 
tenth; its recall ratio was 61 percent 
compared to 65 percent for the best of 
the uncontrolled languages. The statis-
tical difference between them is regard-
ed as significant. 
SOME OBSERVATIONS FROM THE 
MANAGERIAL POINT OF VIEW 
Cost factors. Information scientists 
have not seriously attacked the question 
of the cost of the various indexing lan-
guages.4 It would appear, given the em-
phasis placed on the indexing languages 
at Cranfield and the search strategy at 
Western Reserve, that a number of those 
engaged in the testing were probably 
well acquainted with the subject matter 
of the tests. Despite this, Saracevic re-
ported that the single greatest and most 
important variable was the quality of 
the indexing. A study of MEDLAR fail-
ures shows that with respect to recall, 72 
percent of the failures can be attributed 
to faulty indexing or to faulty search 
strategy, while with respect to precision 
the number attributable to these two 
factors was 45 perc nt From these bits 
of evidence the relative insignificance of 
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the indexing system and language, com-
pared to the indexing itself, and the 
imaginativeness of the search strategy, 
rises to haunt us. Furthermore, realizing 
that automatic indexing is not now su-
perior to manual indexing, and guessing 
at the cost of this kind of indexing, the 
prospects are anything but bright. 
Depth of indexing. Also significant is 
the considerable depth of indexing em-
ployed in these tests, depth considerably 
greater than is provided by conventional 
subject catalogers. At Western Reserve, 
the num her of indexing terms extracted 
from the full text ranged from thirty-six 
to forty, while twenty-three to thirty 
were taken from the abstracts. 
The significance of the depth of in-
dexing can be seen in the statistics sup-
plied by Cranfield in tests run on the 
single-term, natural language indexing 
language: with fourteen index terms, the 
recall ratio was 62.8; twenty-two terms 
produced a ratio of 63.5; and thirty-three 
terms produced a ratio of 65. However, 
there is a law of diminishing returns 
with respect to the depth of indexing. 
When an average of sixty terms were 
taken from abstracts, the recall ratio 
dropped to 60.9. 
Au.tomatic indexing. Turning to auto-
matic indexing, of considerable signifi-
cance from the managerial point of view 
is the fact that the intellectual effort re-
quired is considerable and of great sig-
nificance with respect to the results. In 
the absence of a good dictionary of syn-
onyms, the results can be disappointing, 
while the time required to compose a 
dictionary is an imposing consideration, 
as Salton has noted. 
On the average, using all the devices 
available, SMART performs as follows: 
Recall Precision 
Ratio Ratio 
10 85-95 
50 60-80 
100 30-45 
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As Salton himself has admitted, these 
are not satisfactory levels of perform-
ance. 
Coordinate indexing. The first Cran-
field study ( 1962) tested four indexing 
systems, of which one was a coordinate 
system, best known as Uniterms. As 
summarized by Cleverdon, "It achieved 
the best overall figures in the test, it pre-
sented no difficulties for the technical 
searchers ... and was notably successful 
with short indexing times. It appears to 
have as good a relevance figure as any 
other system." 
Nevertheless, the Cranfield group re-
fuses to concede any natural advantage 
to Uniterms (a ''post-coordinate" sys-
tem ) over the others tested (the "pre-
coordinate" types). The capability of re-
trieving any combination of terms is a 
feature of a post-coordinate system, yet 
«the results of the investigation show 
that this advantage, though it existed, 
was not large." Also: "the difference be-
tween the two types of system is there-
fore shown to be not a fundamental dif-
ference but merely one of cost or con-
venience, and it has not been proven as 
yet on which side the advantage lies."5 
It should be made clear in this con-
nection that the Uniterm index system 
tested at Cranfield was devoid of vari-
ous precision devices which are a fea-
ture of other coordinate indexing sys-
tems (such as the metallurgical index at 
Case Western Reserve). In the presence 
of such precision devices, the recall ratio 
found at Cranfield presumably would 
have been lowered. 
The argument has been made that a 
Uniterm system will break down if used 
with a large collection of documents. 6 
Cleverdon disputes this, though neither 
disputant can argue from experience. 
Still another theoretical argument 
against the U niterm system is that it 
might prove less effective with social 
science and humanistic materials than 
with materials in the natural sciences. 
Computer manipulation of a manual-
based system. Such a system is 
MEDLARS; it is not an automatic sys-
tem in the sense of the SMART system. 
In the MEDLARS system, other than 
the machine search itself, the indexing 
operations are performed manually. The 
MEDLARS system, on the average, pro-
vides the user with about 60 percent of 
the relevant documents in the collec-
tion, but of the total documents retrieved, 
about 50 percent will not be relevant. 
It is widely believed that computer 
manipulation when applied to a con-
trolled indexing language will greatly 
improve its efficiency. This is not true; 
even if more subject terms per docu-
ment are posted, the overall efficiency of 
a controlled indexing language will not 
be significantly improved by computer 
manipulation, assuming that improve-
ment of the recall factor alone is not 
enough. 
This raises a perplexing question. Are 
all our users equally allergic to an in-
crease in the number of nonrelevant 
documents, given an increase in the 
number of relevant ones? For example, 
in this regard are historians to be equat-
ed with chemists? With economists? 
Another perplexing question is this: 
librarians suspect that scholars do not 
use the subject catalog extensively, and 
most often use it with respect to subjects 
outside their own speciality. Is this 
mainly because the subject catalog is 
inadequate, or because their more ur-
gent retrieval needs lie in nonmono-
graphic documents not now indexed in 
our subject catalogs? 
Search strategy. Also of importance is 
the amount of manipulation of ques-
tions (commonly termed search strate-
gy) that took place in these experi-
ments. In university libraries few ques-
tions are manipulated to the extent that 
took place in the tests under discussion. 
In the Cranfield tests and at Case West-
ern the manipulation of the questions 
was extensive. At Case Western each 
question was searched in four different 
ways, namely: ( 1) the searchable terms 
found in the question itself; ( 2) to ( 1) 
is added terms taken from a thesaurus; 
( 3) to ( 1 ) is added terms taken from 
encyclopedias and sources other than 
the thesaurus; ( 4) a combination of (2) 
and (3). , 
The considerable influence of these 
four manipulations can be seen in the 
number of relevant and nonrelevant 
documents retrieved: 
(1) 
Relevant 106 
N onrelevant 124 
Recall Ratio .43 
Precision Ratio .54 
At Cornell, various semantic and syn-
tactic procedures are applied both to 
the questions and to the documents; to 
put it otherwise, the heart of the 
SMART system is the correlation coef-
ficients by which terms in the question 
are matched with terms from the docu-
ments. 
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Except in libraries serving a small 
group of users, in a manual setting this 
kind of question manipulation will not 
be possible unless highly skilled librari-
ans in considerable numbers are em-
ployed. In the automatic system the 
manipulation of the questions is manda-
tory. · 
Whether the costs of sophisticated in-
formation systems can be justified in ei-
ther the manual or the automatic mode 
remains to be seen. At the moment we 
have no idea what costs would be in-
(2) (3) (4) 
130 180 192 
197 509 598 
.52 .72 .77 
.48 .34 .33 
curred by systems such as the SMART 
system in the setting of a large library 
with a large number of scholars engaged 
in research. As for making the system 
available to undergraduates, this in-
volves an entirely different order of cost 
magnitude. 
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VERN M. PINGS 
The Library as a Social Agency, 
Response to Social Change 
Libraries, as other social agencies, must study and evaluate their effec-
tiveness and seek to improve their methods for achieving the external 
objectives for which they were created. Our information-consuming so-
ciety demands that libraries establish large interdependent systems, 
yet maintain methods for supplying individual service. Large systems 
require change in our institutional structure once new objectives are ·1 
defined. Action decisions for change can be made rational only if they 
are based on all available information and alternatives for actions 
evaluated in terms of objectives. Although little research has been 
done on the factors involved in institutional change, three general ap-
proaches are acceptable today: through the introduction of technolo-
gy, by redesigning formal organizational structures, and through alter-
ing shared norms and values. 
SociETY HAS so MANY agencies that 
many forget that these agencies were 
created to produce an action of benefit 
to society. Social agencies, which began 
with a concern for social problems and 
which may at their inception have dem-
onstrated that they had effect on prob-
lems, have often degenerated into sys-
tems where a major concern is the pres-
ervation, or even expansion, of the sys-
tem itself. A subtle shift in emphasis oc-
curs in which the objectives of the agen-
cy move from dealing with external 
problems of other people to that of prob-
lems involved in maintaining the profes-
sional status of the members of the agen-
cy. An underlying assumption of this pa-
per is that social agencies, including li-
braries, supported by public, voluntary, 
or philanthropic funds, must study and 
evaluate their effectiveness and seek to 
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improve the methods they employ to 
achieve the external objectives for which 
they were created. It is not enough for 
those who work within these social agen-
cies to believe, however sincerely, that 
they are performing a social good. 
It is not enough to invoke "experience" or 
to collect meaningless and misleading in-
formation. . . . It is not enough to rely up-
on the support of colleagues and those in 
the same professional group and to accept 
their endorsement of our work as proof of 
effectiveness. Professional in-group support 
does not measure effectiveness and does 
not absolve us from accountability for our 
decisions.1 
I do not wish to convey that social agen-
cies, with their bureaucracies, are evil 
and that the number necessarily should 
be reduced. Society with the introduc-
tion of massive amounts of technology 
makes us highly interdependent. Social 
agencies are fundamentally instruments 
of human action. Their organization ex-
ists for the achievement of specific pur-
poses and socially useful functions, and 
they depend upon a consistent relation-
ship between means and ends. As Mer-
ton noted, "more and more people dis-
cover that to work they must be em-
ployed. For to work, one must have 
tools and equipment. And tools and 
equipment are increasingly available 
only in bureaucracies."2 For a bureauc-
racy to function successfully, it must 
have a high degree of reliability of be-
havior, a commitment to conformity 
with prescribed patterns of action. 3 A 
social agency, be it a commercial, gov-
ernmental, religious, or voluntary orga-
nization selling a product or providing 
service, must have socially accepted ob-
jectives and an efficient administrative 
structure if it is to survive. The ultimate 
check on a social agency in an open 
democratic society is the support it re-
ceives. A commercial agency goes bank-
rupt if it cannot sell its product at a 
profit. The check on other agencies is 
not often measured in terms of mone-
tary profit, but nevertheless one exists. If 
the objectives are unacceptable or the 
operation inefficient, taxpayers or phi-
lanthropists will sooner or later threaten 
to stop support. The social agency under 
these circumstances must make a reas-
sessment of itself, or die. The purpose 
of this paper is to examine the methods 
available to libraries, or other agencies, 
in making reassessments and how they 
can bring about changes in structure to 
allow them to become more viable social 
agencies. 
The pressures being placed on li-
braries are well known. The Public Li-
brary Inquiry which published its re-
ports twenty years ago stated boldly and 
clearly that purposes for which the na-
tion's public library system had been de-
signed have largely been filled and that 
if the public library as an institution is 
to survive, it must relate itself to new 
functions. The specific recommendation 
is that the public library become part of 
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a national library network that would 
encompass other libraries now serving 
educational and research institutions.4 
With the aid of the Library Services 
Act of 1956 and through the leadership 
of librarians and state and county li-
braries, there has been some accomplish-
ment in the establishment of networks. 
Nevertheless, an accusing finger still can 
be pointed at public libraries. 
The public library has more users and 
more money today than ever before, but it 
lacks a purpose. It is trying to do some 
things that it probably cannot do, and it is 
doing others that it probably ought not do. 
At the same time, it is neglecting what may 
be its real opportunities. What the library 
needs is, first, a purpose that is both in ac-
cord with the realities of present-day city 
life . . . , and second, a program that is 
imaginatively designed to carry its purpose 
into effect. 5 
Academic and other resource libraries 
are similarly afflicted with problems of 
an inability to define purposes. The ac-
ademic library administrators can per-
haps be exonerated to some extent for 
this dilemma because as students are 
pointing out throughout the nation, uni-
versities as institutions have not kept up 
with realities of our society. The ivory 
tower academic library of only a genera-
tion ago had, compared to today, simple 
objectives. These libraries took on so-
ciety's responsibility for collecting and 
storing man's cultural heritage as re-
corded in books and journals. Certainly 
it was never a deliberate intent of aca-
demic libraries a generation ago to be 
isolated centers for an intellectual elite, 
but insofar as library service was con-
cerned, they were. The number of li-
braries that have to cope with an inven-
tory of over a half-million physical vol-
umes, which contain millions of discrete 
bibliographic items, are now in the hun-
dreds. The housekeeping problems have 
become horrendous. This factor alone 
makes the academic library an almost 
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unmanageable monstrosity. 6 Further, the 
number of students physically located 
on our campuses are beyond the facili-
ties of our libraries to contain. The proc-
ess of translating theoretical knowledge 
into applied know ledge has resulted in 
a constant increase in the number of 
people who must have access to the 
scholarly record. We are an information-
consuming nation. One need only look 
at the growth of institutional members 
of such agencies as the Special Libraries 
Association and the Medical Library As-
sociation to gain insight into some of the 
problems of academic libraries. Al-
though the hundreds of special library 
units created within the past twenty-five 
years have the same purposes function-
ally as the academic libraries-that is, 
they must supply library service to a 
group of people engaged in applied re-
search or problem solving, and to a 
group of people who must constantly be 
involved with educating and reeducat-
ing themselves-these new special li-
braries have administratively different 
objectives. The materials collected are 
only sufficient to keep their primary cli-
entele currently aware of new knowl-
edge. They are organized to serve as an 
access point to the total scholarly rec-
ord. They take no social responsibility 
for preserving the scholarly record. The 
assumption is that this is being taken 
care of by the academic institutions. The 
academic and other resource libraries 
are, after all, public institutions, and 
they have promoted for decades the 
availability of their collections. Each 
time a hospital, industry, or other social 
agency establishes a library unit that 
serves as an access point, the clientele of 
the resource library does not increase by 
one, but often by hundreds. What is 
even more important is that the service 
asked for from these access points is the 
most expensive kind to supply. It asks 
the resource library to retrieve what li-
brarians often euphemistically refer to 
as the exotic material-which, because 
of lack of space, has often been stored 
inefficiently. Further, the difficult bibli-
ographic and other reference problems 
are sent to the resource library to solve, 
because again the assumption is that it 
has the tools and facilities to solve them. 
Resource libraries obviously are not in-
finitely expansible; they simply cannot 
continue to accept more and more re-
quests without some reorganization of 
purpose and administration. 
The Need and Conditions for Change 
Since Wiesner and York had the cour-
age to admit that there are some social 
problems which have no technical solu-
tion, others have been able to come to 
similar conclusions. 7 I shall join this 
group and assert that the major library 
problems of today admit of no technical 
solutions. By a technical solution is 
meant one that requires a change only 
in techniques or application of knowl-
edge of natural sciences. Little or no 
change in human values or ideas of mo-
rality is demanded. Computers, for ex-
ample, are not and will not be a solu-
tion to library problems until society 
changes its values. Libraries are going to 
have to deal with books and journals 
and the housekeeping details that ac-
company their storage and retrieval as 
long as society maintains its present 
publication prestige system and educa-
tional methods. Further, until the ethical 
conditions of intellectual ownership le-
galized through copyright laws are al-
tered, the potentiality of retrieving from 
computer memories cannot be realized. 
Although the difficulties of libraries as 
social organizations are not amenable to 
technological solution, it is nevertheless 
technology which is forcing libraries to 
change. Prior to World War II when so-
cial agencies exploited the development 
of faster or more efficient means of 
transportation, communication, or data 
processing, they merely became larger. 
... 
The same things were done only in a 
bigger way. Suddenly these accumula-
tions of technology made us begin to 
feel as though we were running out of 
space. Each "improvement" made us 
more interdependent and made us feel 
as though we were crowding people 
closer together. That our institutions 
must change and that our value system 
must also change in order to arrive at 
new objectives brings up a major ques-
tion: is it possible for our culture and 
institutions to adapt to so much change?8 
Whenever change begins, it must start 
with conditions as they exist. Any plan-
ning and any action must relate to the. 
social agencies now operating, even if 
one tries to circumvent them by estab-
lishing new agencies. The Eisenhower 
Commission on National Goals defined 
sixteen goals for the nation to attain.9 
Similarly, the National Advisory Com-
mission on Libraries has recently offered 
specific goals to work toward. The com-
mon recommendation of almost any 
study group that investigates any social 
problem or the fate of a social agency, 
whether it is a national commission or 
an academic committee, is that more 
federal support should be provided and 
that more manpower should be de-
ployed. Some study has been given to 
the achieving of the sixteen national 
goals, and it was concluded that the 
cost by 1975 would be $150 billion more 
per year than the expected gross nation-
al product. Further, it was calculated 
that a labor force of 101 million would 
be needed, which is 12.5 million more 
than can be expected in 1975.10 
Before discussing the general condi-
tions through which priorities and ob-
jectives for social action can be estab-
lished, a precept of society needs to be 
stressed. Change in social agencies is 
aimed at modifying the behavior of peo-
ple. This seemingly obvious point needs 
emphasizing because so many people 
view social change as purely institution-
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al change, and evaluate economic tech-
nological and educational inputs strictly 
in those terms.11 
If the arguments presented so far are 
acceptable, ( 1) that for our society to 
"progress" we must have larger organi-
zations because only the large organiza-
tion can secure, maintain, and use the 
technological improvements, and ( 2) 
that the federal government is the ma-
jor source of funds to create these new 
bureaucr~cies, then we face the problem 
of development of vast bureaucracies 
which would subjugate individual choice 
and freedom. This goes counter to the 
nation's individualistic tradition. The 
Commission on National Goals had as its 
first goal that: 
The status of the individual must remain 
our primary concern. All our institutions 
... must further enhance the dignity of 
the citizen, promote the maximum devel-
opment of his capabilities ... and widen 
the range and effectiveness of appoint-
ments for individual choice.12 
Libraries share with many other agen-
cies the purpose of providing service to 
individuals. The librarian in a small li-
brary unit gets to know his clientele 
and caters to their needs and proclivi-
ties. If we are faced with creating large 
library systems, this individual attention 
will have to be modified. Large sys-
tems cannot cope with myriad excep-
tions to rules. The alternative appears 
that libraries, as social agencies, are go-
ing to have to begin organizing them-
selves so that they take a more active 
role in changing the behavior of their 
clientele. The long held ideal that the 
library exists to give people what they 
want when they want it will have to be 
abandoned. Library systems are going to 
have to demand that their clientele take 
responsibility in the use of library ser-
vices. Manufacturers issue guaranties 
and warranties with their products, but 
there are conditions. If the owner of an 
automobile, for example, does not return 
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to an authorized dealer within a speci-
fied period to have his automobile 
checked, the warranty is invalid. In oth-
er words, if the owner does not act re-
sponsibly, the manufacturer is absolved 
from further obligation to provide de-
pendable transportation. To some this 
may appear as a kind of coercion in 
which arbitrary decisions are made by 
distant and irresponsible bureaucrats 
over which the individual has no con-
trol. This coercion can be viewed in an-
other way: the automobile owner agrees 
when he purchases his automobile to act 
in a certain way; if he does not wish to 
follow the rules of the manufacturer, 
then he is subject to other sanctions. In 
some areas of the nation, automobiles 
must have an annual safety check. If 
the inspection shows the automobile to 
be unsafe, and the owner has allowed 
his warranty to lapse, he has no choice 
except to pay for the repairs himself or 
be denied a license to operate the auto-
mobile. The point is that society must 
protect itself from the irresponsible in-
dividual. Mutually agreed upon respon-
sibilities between social agencies and 
individuals has become a sine qua non 
of cultural organizations.13 
To summarize: libraries, as other so-
cial agencies, have not kept pace with 
social needs. A change in objectives is 
demanded which in turn changes func-
tions and results in the requirement for 
reorganization. Because of the growth of 
technology, existing library units can no 
longer continue to grow only in size, but 
must incorporate into their structure 
new institutional as well as individual 
responsibilities. Competition for funds 
and manpower to meet national aspira-
tions are going to require compromises 
from all social agencies, and libraries are 
not immune. Some kind of social action 
different from maintaining the status 
quo is mandatory. Is it possible to pro-
ceed rationally in altering our social 
agencies? If we want social action-
which is better than maintaining the 
status quo-it will be necessary for us to 
make comparisons according to some 
scale, and preferably a scale which en-
ables us to say how much better one ac-
tion is than another. 
Rational#y in Institutional Change 
One would think that since rapid so-
cial change is a condition of life, a great 
deal of study by social scientists would 
have been done on the sources, direc-
tions and meaning, as well as on the 
methods of effecting change. U nfortu-
nately, this is not the case.14 Also, since 
it is through institutions that society ef-
fects most of the overt changes by alter-
ing the authority structure, one would 
assume that the social scientists would 
have collected a great deal of data on 
the means and effects of manipulating 
bureaucratic organizations; again, how-
ever, little empirical data are available 
on which to make generalizations.15 
It is difficult if not impossible in any given 
situation to demonstrate in rational terms 
how one particular organization structure 
yields a higher payoff than another. What 
can be demonstrated . . . of an organiza-
tion structure is: ( 1) that a proposed plan 
is different from others in the distribution 
of authority; ( 2) that it will benefit some 
individuals and groups in the balance of 
power; ( 3) that plans similar to the one 
proposed are used elsewhere and seem to 
work satisfactorily. Beyond these demon-
strable features a formal structure in the 
final analysis represents one design of or-
ganization, among a number of options, in 
which the authority figure invests his con-
fidence as his solution .... 16 
Viewed in this way, formal organiza-
tions appear to be nonrational and 
based on cliques, informal leaders, un-
written codes of behavior, and motiva-
tions and styles of leaders. However, to 
admit that social agencies arise through 
irrational decisions over which there is 
no control or hope for direction would 
indicate a poverty of intellect. 
Communication, used in the broadest 
context, is the instrument through which 
society adjusts itself to the alterations 
introduced by technology, political deci-
sions, and other factors which cause so-
cial changes. If certainty is sought, sci-
entific method can offer no panacea. 
Scientists long ago recognized that even 
in the natural sciences nothing can 
be stated as completely scientifically 
true. Science can only produce more 
technology; but, as noted earlier, tech-
nology is not a solution to social condi-
tions. If we are going to solve our na-
tion's library problems, we deal with 
them on a piecemeal basis, but this does 
not mean we act randomly or that we 
ignore the consequences of our actions. 
We can bring rationality to our decisions 
for action if we relate them to ( 1) other 
possible decisions, ( 2) the information 
available, and ( 3) objectives consistent 
with our philosophy of society. Let us 
examine each of these constraints within 
which we must maneuver. 
l. Possible decisions. In any situation 
involving administrative operations, sev-
eral courses of action are always avail-
able. One of the surprising things about 
the psychology of librarians is their in-
ability to recognize that the practicing 
librarian, if he is rated as good by his 
peers, is one who is constantly making 
decisions. What is more discouraging is 
to observe the lengths to which librari-
ans will go to avoid the responsibility of 
making a decision. Some have contend-
ed that the major reason cataloging is 
thought of as the least desirable of pro-
fessional specialties is that cataloging 
teachers do not instill in their students 
an understanding of the need for deci-
sion making. There are no "pat" answers 
to specific problems. There are many 
ways of doing things. What we do is not 
as predetermined as we sometimes be-
lieve. We have greater freedom to act, 
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to change the structure of our response, 
and find opportunities in our environ-
ment than bureaucratic rules would 
lead us to believe. If we understand 
thoroughly how we are determined by 
examining possible decision alternatives, 
then we can gain confidence to act so as 
to transcend the determinism we feel is 
imposed upon us.17 
2. Availability of information. Given 
certain conditions, alternative actions 
are possible, but if changes in organiza-
tion structure or objectives are to be ef-
fected, information about more than the 
immediate set of conditions is useful. 
The more relevant information avail-
able, the better the decisions that can 
be made; or to say it another way, the 
more likely it is that the desired objec-
tives could be achieved and the greater 
the chance that decisions when effected 
can cause improvement. There are two 
extremes with respect to the availability 
of information that seem to dominate; 
we either make decisions and act with-
out enough information, or we delay so 
long awaiting relevant information that 
the objectives change to the point where 
the original problem has disappeared-
if you wait long enough, the problem 
solves itself. This kind of nondecision-
making is irrational behavior. 
Making decisions without making an 
effort to gain relevant information might 
be generalized into two dimensions-the 
wish to remain innocent and the desire 
to remain ignorant. The wish to remain 
innocent has some rather extensive re-
search to support the contention that it 
is not an uncommon phenomenon. If a 
person is told by some authority, or if 
he has persuaded himself, that he is in 
no way responsible for the consequences 
of his actions, information which is rele-
vant to the problems he is dealing with 
will be perceived as irrelevant.18 Dozens 
of examples could be cited in which li-
brarians have appeared to wish to re-
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main innocent; perhaps one example 
will suffice here. At least six times in the · 
past five years an attempt has been 
made to "experiment" with electronic 
transmission of library materials. There-
sults of these experiments have been 
published in at least three cases in ex-
acting detail, and all the experiments 
come to the same conclusion: with pres-
ent technology the cost of long-distance 
transmission of textual material for li-
brary purposes is beyond the capability 
of society to support. What is even more 
significant is that even if cost is dis-
counted, the time involved in transmit-
ting large quantities is so great that it is 
faster to use the mail. In spite of this in-
controvertible evidence, librarians are 
still seriously searching for funds from 
the government and foundations to in-
stall such transmission systems with the 
same set of conditions reported in the 
studies. Apparently they think that their 
institutions are unique, or the experience 
of other institutions is irrelevant, or they 
do not wish to understand the work of 
their peers. 
The wish to remain ignorant is more 
subtle and is less supported by social 
research, but it is nevertheless experi-
enced by most who have worked in bu-
reaucratic environments. An administra-
tor will reject information which relates 
to the existence of problems or will re-
ject a proposal for investigation on the 
logically sound position that any infor-
mation revealed could only be an em-
barrassment. If no information is avail-
able, any decision, either right or wrong, 
cannot be challenged as irrational. If in-
formation does become available, it be-
comes possible to put forward argu-
ments in favor of some decisions rather 
than others. Perhaps no one has defined 
it as a bureaucratic law, but the number 
of rational decisions will tend to dimin-
ish as information increases. "It is pos-
sible that if information could ever be 
complete with respect to any subject, 
there would be only one optimum and 
rational decision to achieve any one giv-
en objective."19 
3. Definition of objectives. Social 
agencies are instruments for human ac-
tion to make groups or individuals more 
effective members of society. One might 
consider it a peculiarity of civilization 
that military organizations have been 
able to marshal the means to effect spe-
cific objectives with dispatch, while or-
ganizations which purport to build so-
ciety have less success in stating accom-
plishable objectives. This is understand-
able if one looks at the organizational 
structure of the military. Authority is 
vested in a hierarchical structure and 
orders are followed implicitly. Although 
the military may point to accomplish-
ments in reconstructing societies they 
first destroyed, the ideals which guided 
this reconstruction were not derived 
from a military organization, but from 
the ethic of the society which supported 
it. Modern civilization recognizes but 
two generalized types of power struc-
tures-the centralized hierarchical and 
the pluralistic decentralized. In a hier-
archical structure a few people can es-
tablish social objectives and force soci-
ety to expend their energies to accom-
plish them. Social agencies are created 
to support those objectives. In the plu-
ralistic society objectives can never be 
simply defined. Action is only possible 
through compromise and consensus. 
Consensus is, however, a temporary con-
dition in an open society. One cannot 
have the stability of a hierarchical struc-
ture and also the freedom of choice per- · 
mitted in a society defining its goals 
through consensus. The social adminis-
trator in a pluralistic society is not in 
charge of establishing the social ethic, he 
is its servant. Further, any social agency 
charged with insuring social goals 
through its action can only validate it-
self if it questions the general social 
( 
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ethic. Every social agency should be 
evaluating itself constantly, and the gen-
eral method for doing this might be 
summarized in three questions: 
1. What would happen to society if the 
agency suddenly died, and how many 
people would it affect? 
2. What are the possible consequences 
of altering any of its stated functions? 
3. What other social agencies does it as-
sist or support, or conversely, with 
what other agencies does it conflict? 
The information available will deter-
mine the precision of answers which can 
be given these questions. Library inves-
tigators, planners, and administrators 
must realize that libraries have to per-
form a social function that must be mea-
sured against total social needs and pur-
poses. As a social agency, a library must 
operate efficiently, yet it is not possible 
to improve social efficiency without 
some basis in measurement. As inade-
quate as it may appear to those who 
quest for certainty, consensus not of 
peers but of society is the most impor-
tant instrument with which to construct 
worthwhile objectives. 
Methods for Effecting Change 
If objectives are defined, if as much 
relevant information is acquired as is 
feasible within imposed time and cost 
constraints, and if the alternative deci-
sions for action are evaluated, then the 
next step is to create an administrative 
organization to do the work. As already 
pointed out, very little investigative 
work has been done to determine how · 
to create, alter, or improve bureaucratic 
structures. Conceptually, we are still 
using the descriptions of bureaucratic 
authority of a generation ago to explain 
our present social agency structure. 
Weber described three types of authori-
ty: 
1. Legalistic. Such authority rests on the 
belief in legality of patterns of rules 
and the right of those elevated to au-
thority under those rules to issue 
commands. 
2. Traditional. Here authority rests on 
the established belief in the sanctity 
of traditions and the legitimacy of 
the status of those exercising authori-
ty under them, e.g., the family, clan, 
or an aristocracy. 
3. Charismatic. Because of the specific 
sanctity, heroism, or character of an 
individual, and because of the norma-
tive patterns of orders revealed or or-
dained by him, this person and pos-
sibly his appointed successors are ac-
corded authority over others; certain-
ly our religious organizations have 
arisen through this means, but in our 
secular society we produce schools 
and cults from whom we accept com-
mands as authoritative.20 
Weber based his synthesis on the study 
of late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century social organizations. With this 
view of social agency structure, almost 
the only way an organization can be 
changed is to bring in new people and 
let the old ones go. Weber did recognize 
another way, the introduction of collegi-
ality, a body of legislators, be they ex-
ecutive committees, boards of trustees, 
or senators, who by employing various 
pressures limit and control hierarchical 
authority.21 This simplistic concept has 
altered enormously because of the rise 
of a new kind of authority figure-the 
expert. Let us examine what methods 
exist for changing the formal organiza-
tional structure of agencies other than 
by hiring and firing people. 22 There are 
three basic approaches: 
1. Change through the introduction of 
technology. An administrator may think 
that by bringing in a new machine he 
can make his organization operate more 
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efficiently. He ordinarily does not expect 
that much change will take place; this is 
a delusion. A new technical device re-
quires skills to operate-skills that the 
administrator does not possess. In the 
nineteenth century the boss of an agen-
cy could pride himself on his ability to 
do any job that his people did. Admin-
istrators must now supervise people who 
do things they cannot have time to learn 
and may not even have the talent to un-
derstand. The administrator's life is fur-
ther complicated by having to hire still 
another group of people-the mechanics 
who service the machine. Again, anoth-
er specialist is introduced over whom he 
cannot enforce any of the traditional 
means of authoritative control. The in-
troduction of a technological device into 
an organization results in the employ-
ment of two types of people who do not 
fit into the old organization, the person 
who operates the machine but does not 
necessarily know how to repair it, and 
the person who repairs it, but does not 
necessarily know how to run it. 
The administrator compensates for his 
loss of authority by creating still another 
expert. In industry in the 1920s he was 
called the efficiency expert, whose name 
began to be changed to industrial en-
gineer in the 1930s. By virtue of his ex-
pertise he began taking over much of 
the planning function of production su-
pervisors. The modern-day counterpart 
who has become an even higher-level 
expert is the operations research scien-
tist who now even takes over the plan-
ning for the administrator. 
Whereas industry has tried to cope 
with technological change for over forty 
years through the creation of new ex-
perts, libraries have only recently begun 
to deal with organization structural 
change through the introduction of tech-
nology. Until a few years ago the chief 
librarian of even the largest library, if 
he could type, was perhaps technically 
equipped to do almost any task his staff 
had to do. Electronic data processing 
equipment has now changed not only 
the role of the chief librarian, but most 
other library specialities. This situation 
may soon be equalized because one li-
brary school after another is trying to 
introduce into its curriculum a sequence 
of courses that will produce the equiva-
lent of an industrial engineer. The title 
given this person, which in most cases 
he cannot live up to, is systems analyst. 
Operations research techniques are also 
being introduced into the curriculum, 
and it will not be long before we have 
library operations research specialists. 23 
If we want to change library organiza-
tion structure, we have the technology 
to do it. The question is, however, do we 
have the wisdom to introduce technolo-
gy to meet new objectives, or will we 
use it only to build bureaucratic em-
pires? 
2. Changes in shared norms and val-
ues. Authority in an organization is ulti-
mately based on the shared values and 
beliefs about what is correct, or at least 
acceptable, behavior by the people 
working in the organization. If we can-
not find an acceptable role, or niche, we 
soon find ourselves looking for another 
job, either voluntarily or involuntarily. 
Changing values and norms within an 
organization is rarely rapid. There are 
two general ways in which this is done. 
The first is through education. Cer-
tainly in librarianship there are now so 
many institutes, seminars, workshops, 
and continuing education courses, be-
sides professional meetings, that a librar-
ian could spend his whole time travel-
ing and theoretically learning. Although 
this is now an accepted technique to 
promote change, very little work has 
been done to evaluate how effective this 
approach is. It does seem to be common 
sense that unless this education begins 
at the top, few values and norms will 
change. If an administrator generously 
1 
releases time for his middle and lower 
levels of staff to undertake additional 
training without himself doing so, frus-
tration will occur. Unless the top can be 
influenced by new values, changes made 
at the middle or lower levels could cre-
ate even greater problems and at best 
remain encapsulated in that particular 
unit.24 
The other way to bring about an al-
teration in values and norms is to bring 
the expert to the social agency rather 
than send the staff out to be educated. 
We have now in our society a whole 
group of behavioral scientists acting as 
consultants who often refer to them-
selves as "change agents." This has in-
deed become a lucrative sideline for 
many academicians, so much so that li-
brary consultant firms have been operat-
ing quite profitably for many years. 
3. Changes through redesigning the 
formal organization. If little research has 
gone into the other two methods of 
changing organizations, the redesign of 
the formal structure is one that is fre-
quently tried with the least amount of 
information available on which to make 
rational decisions. If attempted, it is 
done almost entirely through intuition 
and carried through because of a crisis 
situation. The other common reason to 
cause a redesigning of the formal or-
ganization is outside influence. It may 
be from a pressure group. It may be 
from incentive legislation making funds 
available either through grants or subsi-
dies to which are added restrictions lit-
erally requiring new formal structures. 
If it occurs entirely within an organiza-
tion, new departments and divisions are 
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created through the amalgamation of 
old ones; new titles are given to the 
same jobs but implying new status. One 
thing can be said about this approach: 
if there is an alteration in the balance of 
power, no constructive change will re-
sult unless those whose power is reduced 
are given alternative compensation. 
Summary 
Our libraries must change to survive 
as useful institutions. New objectives 
must be found that are consistent with 
our technological society. We must cre-
ate measuring instruments which can 
demonstrate the value of libraries as so-
cial agencies; without such instruments 
they cannot successfully compete for 
manpower and financial resources. Al-
though there is little sound research, de-
rived knowledge, or even good empir-
ical information on which to base ration-
al decisions for organizational change, 
there is sufficient evidence that libraries 
are going to have to incorporate new 
kinds of experts who will take over plan-
ning that hitherto has been in the hands 
of library administrators. Techniques 
and methodology, even though poorly 
developed, are available to society to 
improve libraries. The problem in its 
specific form is the difference between 
present conditions and desired objec-
tives. To get a problem solved requires 
that somebody be committed to choose 
and decide among alternative solutions 
and moves. The uncommitted man can 
delay and get nothing done. The com-
mitted man creates problems by stating 
objectives and then trying to bring the 
actual conditions closer to these objec-
tives. 
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I 
E. J. JOSEY 
Community Use of Junior College 
Libraries-A Symposium* 
IN THE FALL OF 1965, the Committee on 
Community Use of Academic Libraries 
of the ACRL. surveyed the extent to 
which library service is given to com-
munity users. More than 1,000 college 
and university libraries were queried. 
After the results had been tabulated, it 
was discovered that very few junior col-
leges or two-year colleges were includ-
ed in the survey.1 In order to obtain a 
comprehensive picture of library service 
to community users by all types of aca-
demic libraries, the committee decided 
that it was necessary to survey the two-
year college libraries.2 
In order to determine the extent of 
the community use of junior college li-
braries, it was the committee's opinion 
that the questionnaire used in the first 
survey should be revised. The revised 
questionnaire, while designed like its 
predecessor to pro be various facets of 
community use of junior college li-
braries, also included questions which 
would give in-depth information on the 
junior colleges. Possible conclusions or 
assumptions could not be reached with-
out relevant institutional data. Thus the 
participants in this survey were asked 
questions relative to the size of the li-
brary collections, the number of persons 
on the library staff, student enrollment, 
size of the faculty, and population data 
of the geographical area in which the 
particular junior college was located. 
In March 1968 a questionnaire was 
sent to 689 junior college libraries in the 
0 The results of a survey of junior col-
lege libraries conduoted in March 1968. 
nation; 308 or 45 percent of the libraries 
responded. 
The findings are presented in sympo-
sium format utilizing the expertise and 
assistance of all members of the commit-
tee. Barbara LaMont, librarian, Vassar 
College, Poughkeepsie, New York, as-
sumed the responsibility for machine 
tabulating the responses to the ques-
tionnaires. John E. Scott, librarian, West 
Virginia State College, discusses ques-
tions 3 and 4. Questions 5 through 7 are 
analyzed by John B. Smith, assistant di-
rector of libraries, Texas A. & M. Uni-
versity. Richard C. Quick, director of li-
braries, State University of New York 
College at Geneseo, reviews questions 8 
through 11 as well as institutional data. 
Questions 12 and 13 are discussed by 
Edward C. Heintz, librarian, Kenyon 
College. George C. Elser, librarian, 
Chaffey College, analyzes questions 14, 
15, and 17. A consideration of the sig-
nificance of the findings to two-year col-
leges and an analysis of questions 1, 2, 
and 16 are the province of this writer 
who serves as chairman of the commit-
tee. 
Use of Library Materials 
by Outsiders 
The first question attempted to dis-
cover if junior college libraries permit 
in-building use of library materials by 
persons other than students, faculty, 
staff, and their immediate families. Most 
of the respondents replied affirmatively, 
282 or 91 percent marked yes, nineteen 
or 6 percent answered no. Seven or 2 
percent failed to answer. 
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If the respondent answered yes to the 
first question, in the second question 
part a, he was asked if he permitted 
quick reference only, and in part b, if he 
permitted unrestricted use of study 
space. The largest number of respon-
dents, 139 or 45 percent, gave no an-
swer; the next largest group, 122 or 39 
percent, marked no, and forty-seven or 
15 percent indicated that they offered 
quick reference only. One can deduce 
from these responses that the over-
whelming number rejected the provision 
of reference service only, if we may be 
presumptuous enough to combine the 
number of those who failed to answer 
with those who rejected the offering of 
only quick reference service. 
Turning to the unrestricted use of 
study space, most of those reporting, 259 
or 84 percent, allowed unrestricted use 
of study space in their libraries. Only 
nineteen or 6 percent did not permit un-
restricted use of study space. Thirty or 
10 percent elected not to answer. An 
analysis of the responses to parts a and 
b of question 2 leads us to conclude that 
by and large the community user is giv-
en more than just quick reference ser-
vice in these junior college libraries. The 
truth of the matter is that the ccoutsider" 
is welcomed and is given, for the most 
part, use of study space in the libraries 
of these institutions. 
Circulation of Library 
Materials to 
Outside Borrowers 
JOHN E. SCOTT 
While 91 percent of the responding 
junior college libraries permit use of li-
brary materials inside the building by 
persons other than students, faculty, 
staff, and their immediate families, the 
story is somewhat different when the li-
braries are asked, "Do you circulate li-
brary materials to persons other than 
students, faculty, staff, and their imme-
diate families?" Two hundred and sev-
enteen respondents said yes, but this 
amounts to only 70 percent of the li-
braries which allow library materials to 
be taken out of the building by outside 
borrowers as compared with 91 percent 
which permit inside use of materials. 
Eighty-eight respondents or 28 percent 
replied no, they do not circulate library 
materials to others; three respondents 
did not answer. 
Question 4 was directed to the institu-
tions that indicated they did not circu-
late library materials to persons other 
than students, faculty, staff, and their 
immediate families. It asked, "If the an-
swer to question number 3 is negative, 
what is the reason for this decision?" 
Respondents were given a choice of six 
reasons. Results are given in parenthe-
ses. 
a. Insufficient library materials for other 
than college personnel? ( 75 yes, 6 
no) 
b. Inadequate staff to administer extra 
service? (55 yes, 16 no) 
c. Basic belief that materials should be 
used only by college personnel, even 
though the college program would 
not suffer through circulation to oth-
ers? ( 14 yes, 46 no) 
d. Belief that service to the general 
public ·would be a disservice to the 
community in view of the fact that 
public and/ or school library develop-
ment may be curtailed? ( 21 yes, 36 
no) 
e. Difficulties relating to control: getting 
books back, collecting fines. ( 72 yes) 
f. Other? (Only twenty-two libraries 
listed other reasons, such as "there 
has been no demand for it," and 
"community has such an excellent 
public library that service from col-
lege library is unnecessary." One jun-
ior college in Florida noted, "Private 
institution, community support is not 
requested or expected; therefore, 
community use cannot be encour-
aged." The longest and probably the 
harshest comment on this question 
came from a junior college librarian 
in Texas who wrote: "If we librarians 
continue to blur our true functions-
each type of library has its own 'pub-
lic' that supports it and for which it 
shall supply resources-how can we 
blame the public and our budget au-
thorities for the confusion on which 
libraries are supposed to do what, 
with which, for whom? We have 
sabotaged ourselves by all of this talk 
of 'free library service.' ") 
Policy Statement and 
Extent of Service 
to the Community 
JOHN B. SMITH 
The junior college, more than any 
other type of institution of higher edu-
cation, stands in close relationship to its 
surrounding community. It seems rea-
sonable, therefore, that the junior col-
lege library should have a particular in-
terest in community service and that li-
brary resources should be made freely 
available to the community. This does, 
in fact, seem to be generally the case as 
analysis of questions 5 through 7 shows. 
Question number 5 was designed to 
find out how many libraries actually 
have a firm written policy statement re-
garding community use. It reads as fol-
lows: "Do you have a written policy 
concerning library use by persons not 
connected with the college?" Tabula-
tions show 29 percent answered yes, 69 
percent answered no, and 2 percent did 
not answer. At first glance, one might 
interpret this response as lack of inter-
est. But after studying some of the un-
solicited comments appended to the 
question, it seems more likely that li-
braries have not felt the need to pre-
pare a written statement. Some ~ypical 
comments are: 
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"We have never felt the need of a 
written policy ... the few requests that 
are made are usually from alumni or 
friends." 
"An excellent Carnegie Library makes 
these requests very infrequent.'' 
"We have very few requests.'' 
Several comments also indicated that 
a written policy was under consideration 
but had not yet been formulated. From 
this we might speculate that more insti-
tutions feel the need of a written state-
ment and that we will see more of these 
in the future. 
Although we did not specifically ask 
for copies of the written policy state-
ment, several libraries did send them. A 
typical one is from Clatsop Community 
College, Astoria, Oregon, which reads in 
part: ~ 
In the belief that Clatsop Community Col-
lege should also contribute to the commu-
nity's education, borrowing privileges are 
extended to any resident of Clatsop Coun-
ty. Student needs will come first and the 
library reserves the right to call in any 
book for which there is an immediate stu-
dent need .... 
Question number 6 sought to learn 
how many libraries permit relatively 
free use of their facilities by members of 
the general public. It reads as follows: 
"Do you extend the borrowing or in-
building use privilege to all members of 
the general public?" 
Of the total, 60 percent answered yes, 
38 percent answered no, and 2 percent 
did not answer. This shows that well 
over half of all junior college libraries 
answering the questionnaire permit rel-
atively free access, at least for in-build-
ing use, by all members of the general 
public. There were, however, a few 
comments indicating that the meaning 
of the term "general public" was limited 
in that case to residents of the local 
community and that persons from other 
towns or counties were not served. 
Question number 7 included six sub-
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questions, and was intended to find out 
to what extent six critical groups are 
served by those libraries that do not of-
fer service to all members of the general 
public (those answering question num-
ber 6 negatively). Because of the length 
and complexity of this question, results 
are shown in the following table: 
ExTENT OF SERVICE TO SIX CRITICAL CATEGORIES OF OuTSIDE UsERS 
Of Libraries Of Libraries 
Serving Serving This 
Percent of Percent of This Group, Group, Per-
Libraries Libraries Percent cent That 
Serving This Not Serving That Permit Permit In-
Group 
A. High School Students 
B. Students from Other Colleges 
C. Teachers and Clergy 
D. Other Professional People 
E. Residents of the College District 
F. Alumni 
In considering question 7, it is signifi-
cant to note that very nearly all of the 
libraries surveyed offer some sort of ser-
vice, at least to some segment of the 
community (see also question number 
1). Groups such as teachers, clergy, oth-
er professional people, and alumni fare 
extremely well, while others, such as 
high school students and residents of the 
college district, are sometimes exclud-
ed, but do receive some sort of service 
in the vast majority of junior college li-
braries. 
Analysis of all three questions can be 
summarized briefly as follows: relatively 
few junior college libraries now possess 
written statements concerning library 
use by members of the community. This 
does not seem to be an indication of lack 
of concern, however, but simply an in-
dication that, in many cases, no problem 
is caused by community use of these li-
braries. There is some evidence that 
more junior college libraries will be for-
mulating written policies on community 
use in the future. 
A large percentage permit relatively 
free use of their facilities by all members 
of the public, although the word "pub-
lic" is sometimes defined as residents of 
the local community. Of those libraries 
that do not offer service to the entire 
public, service is offered to various spe-
Group This Group Borrowing Building Use 
65 35 41 92 
85 15 51 84 
93 7 66 56 
88 12 56 59 
77 23 43 68 
89 11 51 61 
cial groups under varying restrictions. 
Only in a very few cases was there an 
indication that community use was ac-
tively discouraged. 
High school students, students from 
other colleges, teachers, clergy, profes-
sional people, residents of the college 
district, and alumni are given some sort 
of service in the majority of libraries that 
do not offer service to the public at 
large. Of these groups, high school stu-
dents and residents of the college dis-
trict seem to be the most likely to be ex-
cluded. 
The Outside Borrower-
What Limits? 
RICHARD C. QUICK 
Questions 8 through 11 were designed 
to determine the conditions under which 
qualified outsiders are permitted partial 
or total use of the community college li-
brary. The response pattern, especially 
as shown in answers to the subparts of 
question 9 concerning specific restric-
tions, is surprisingly similar to that which 
developed when the same question was 
asked of 783 college and university li-
braries in the committee's survey of 
1965.3 
In question number 8, respondents 
were asked to indicate whether a fee or 
deposit is charged to outsiders for the 
privilege of borrowing, and if so, to in-
dicate the amount of the deposit or fee. 
Among 308 respondents, nineteen or 6 
percent indicated a fee or deposit. Two 
of these noted both a fee and a deposit. 
More than 80 percent of those respond-
ing indicated no fee or deposit. In thirty-
nine instances, the question did not ap-
ply. 
In eight instances where a fee is 
charged, these range from a low of fifty 
cents in a Texas college to a high of 
$15.00 in an Alaskan institution. The 
average fee reported was $3.80. The 
average fee charged by institutions re-
porting amounts between the minimum 
and maximum is $2.50. 
In thirteen institutions where a depos-
it is required, the amounts ranged from 
a low of $1.00 in one Missouri college to 
a high of $25.00 at an Alaskan institu-
tion. The average deposit required 
among thirteen libraries is $6.40. The av-
erage deposit among eleven libraries re-
porting amounts between the minimum 
and maximum is $5.27. 
One respondent in Texas reported 
that a deposit of $5.00 is required for 
each two books borrowed. Another Tex-
as community college requires a $5.00 
deposit, but specified that it does not 
apply to high school students and public 
school teachers. 
It seems probable that those libraries 
requiring fees or deposits do so in an at-
tempt to discourage use by outsiders 
which would add to an already heavy 
work load being borne by a very few 
people. The average fee or deposit, 
however, presents only a token obstacle 
and should not constitute a real deter-
rent to the determined outside user. As 
the committee found in its 1965 survey 
of college and university libraries, the 
number of libraries requiring fees or de-
posits is so few that the practice cannot 
be viewed as evidence of widespread 
denial of access. 
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Question 9 asked, "What modification, 
if any, is placed upon borrowing priv-
ileges extended to qualified outsiders?" 
This question included eight subparts, 
permitting respondents to answer None, 
or to indicate any of seven common li-
brary restrictions. 
Among the respondents to the ques-
tionnaire, sixty-seven or 21 percent indi-
cated that no restriction was placed up-
on the borrowing privilege for outsiders. 
Subpart b asked whether outsiders 
could "check out reserve materials." One 
hundred and fifty respondents or 48 per-
cent indicated that outsiders were not 
permitted to check out reserve materi-
als. One library permitted overnight use 
of reserved books by outsiders, and one 
permitted borrowing of reserve books by 
high school students. But these were the 
only exceptions. 
Subpart c asked if "high school stu-
dents must have a slip from their school 
librarian each time they wish to check 
out materials." Of the total respondents 
to the questionnaire, thirty-seven or 11 
percent indicated that this restriction 
applied. 
One respondent noted that a high 
school student "must have a slip from 
his school librarian or teacher the first 
time . . . then we issue them a card for 
one year." Another responding library 
indicated that the high school student 
"must have a slip from his principal to 
take out a library card." Another accepts 
"verbal permission from their school li-
brarian," still another issues a library 
card good for one semester. Other re-
spondents noted such variations as "or 
an accompanying parent must sign," 
"student must present student activity 
card," "ALA interlibrary loan form is re-
quired," or "for overnight use only." 
Subpart d of question 9 asked if a 
shorter loan period applied for outside 
borrowers. Nineteen or 6 percent indi-
cated that qualified outsiders were giv-
en a shorter loan period. Of the com-
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munity college library respondents re-
porting a shorter loan period, one com-
mented that this restriction applied to 
high school students only. 
Subpart e asked if outside borrowers 
were granted a renewal privilege. Twen-
ty-four or 7 percent indicated that out-
side borrowers had no renewal privilege. 
Subpart f asked if outsiders were per-
mitted to check out journals. Ninety-
nine or 32 percent reported that outside 
borrowers could not check out journals. 
One community college library re-
sponding to subpart f added "This de-
pends upon the imperative need, re-
gardless of the person," while another 
indicated that journals could be checked 
out if they were bound. 
Subpart g of question 9 asked if the 
library required "in-library use only" by 
outsiders. Seventy-two or 23 percent 
permitted in-library use only for outsid-
ers. One library indicated that this re-
striction applied only to students from 
other colleges and not to other outsid-
ers. Another said this restriction did not 
apply "to students of other colleges who 
live in bordering towns and have identi-
fication." One community college ex-
cepted alumni from this restriction; an-
other excepted professional people. 
The last subpart to question 9 pro-
vided space for respondents to indicate 
restrictions other than those specified. 
Responses here varied as follows: "May 
not check out more than three books at 
one time"; "Only material not needed 
by students may be borrowed"; "No 
books borrowed on ILL for outsiders"; 
"Cannot use phone/tape collection"; 
"Special personal application to head li-
brarian needed in most cases"; ccM ust 
sign address and phone number"; "Ma-
terial must not be available from other 
sources, i.e., public library, high school, 
university"; "Depends on who, why, 
what"; "Must be resident of college ser-
vice area"; and "May limit number of 
items to people under 18 or not gradu-
ated from high school." 
Question 10 asked: ccDo you require 
qualified outsiders to complete an appli-
cation or registration form?" Of the total 
respondents to the questionnaire, nine-
ty-four or 30 percent answered yes, and 
183 or 59 percent answered no. Thirty 
respondents or 9 percent indicated that 
this did not apply. 
One respondent indicated that outsid-
ers seeking the borrowing privilege 
ccmust be introduced by college person-
nel." Another that students from two 
neighboring universities did not need to 
apply or register. Still another indicated 
that the application had to come "via the 
business office." 
Question 11 asked: "Is the qualified 
outsider provided with a copy of the reg-
ulations by which he is expected to 
a bide?" To this, ninety respondents or 
29 percent said yes, 168 or 54 percent 
said no, and for forty-eight the question 
did not apply. Some of those respond-
ing in the negative indicated that the 
applicant was given verbal instruction. 
Community college libraries attempt, 
as do their college and university coun-
terparts, first to satisfy the needs and 
requirements of their own academic cli-
entele. And rightly so. In the few in-
stances where fees or deposits are levied 
on outside borrowers, charges are, for 
the most part, negligible. As might be 
anticipated, many community college li-
braries do not permit borrowing of re-
serve books or journals by outsiders. 
These strictures are understandable, 
" ... in view of the academic library's 
primary responsibility to students, facul-
ty, and staff, who need some assurance 
that reserve materials will be available 
to support class assignments and that 
scholarly journals will be on the shelves 
for study and research purposes."4 Where 
other restrictions exist they seem to de-
rive from an honest consideration of lim-
ited staffing and extraordinary work 
load. 
Findings from responses to questions 
8 through 11 suggest a variety of lend-
ing services are provided the noncollege 
user among the 308 community college 
libraries which participated. A climate 
of permissiveness prevails and, if the 
outsider is not always accorded full-use 
privileges, neither is he fully denied. 
Controls and 
Interlibrary Loans 
EDWARD C. HEINTZ 
Of the 217 junior college libraries 
which noted that they circulate books to 
the community at large, the survey does 
not reveal that recovery of the books is 
a problem of any magnitude. Although 
eight respondents or 3 percent checked 
legal action as a method of recovery, 
none specified the kind of legal action. 
Possibly because many are community 
colleges, some might be protected in this 
respect by municipal, county, or even 
state statutes. In contrast, only one of 
the 783 respondents to the college and 
university survey of 1965 on nonacadem-
ic use indicated legal action as a last re-
sort. 
Other methods of recovery reported 
hardly reveal more than might have 
been expected. Telephone calls are used 
most widely, with 191 or 62. percent sug-
gesting that the telephone is an effective 
instrument for recovering material. Post-
al cards are also used extensively: 133 or 
43 percent of the libraries use them, 
though one uses letters only, and anoth-
er states "letter if outside local call 
range." As for sending a messenger, 
twenty-two or 7 percent said yes, which 
is about half the percentage of college 
and university libraries who indicated 
use of messengers. In neither case do 
we know whether the delinquent bor-
rower is charged for this relatively ex-
pensive measure. 
Other measures to retrieve delinquent 
materials are used by twenty-four or 8 
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percent of the responding libraries. Only 
ten of these specified the nature of «oth-
er" and some of these reveal the small-
ness of the community served, such as 
"word of mouth," "request when I see 
the person," "personal contact-commu-
nity." Blacklisting, expressed as "with-
drawal of loan privileges," is employed 
by only two libraries, and only two un-
dertake to notify school authorities. One 
can only conclude that nascence is the 
state of one library whose comment is, 
"Haven't had to use any device so far." 
At this point it may be of some inter-
est to refer back to question · 4, where 
seventy-eight libraries or 25 percent in-
dicated that they did not lend to per-
sons not in some way associated with 
the institution because of difficulties re-
lating to control, i.e., book recovery and 
collecting fines. Will this percentage be-
come larger as library collections grow 
and as the population increases, or will 
it of necessity decline as state and fed-
eral aid expands? It is unlikely that li-
brarians alone will determine the an-
swer to this question. 
Twelve respondents did not answer 
the question, "Do you check out materi-
als indirectly through interlibrary loan 
to other libraries in your area ( instead 
of directly to an outside borrower)?" Of 
the remainder, 157 or 51 percent said 
yes, and 123 or 40 percent said no. Six-
teen or 5 percent wrote both, pres urn-
ably as a result of choice on the part of 
the borrower. 
The Number of Outsiders 
and the Materials Borrowed 
GEORGE C. ELSER 
Question 14 requested respondents to 
estimate the number of outside users 
that might be expected on a typical day. 
Nearly one-third replied that they had 
no outside users or not more than one on 
a typical day. Another third estimated 
that their libraries were visited daily by 
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one to four persons not connected with 
their institution, while 14 percent re-
plied that between five and nine out-
siders used their libraries. Only 10 per-
cent said that their libraries were visited 
by more than ten outsiders on a typical 
day. Another 10 percent did not answer 
the question. It would appear that the 
typical junior college library is not flood-
ed by outsiders. 
Question 15 related to the number of 
books borrowed by outsiders or the num-
ber of books used in the library by out-
side users on a typical day. Answers to 
this question indicate that few books 
are borrowed by outsiders. Forty-eight 
percent of the libraries did not check 
out any books, or not more than one 
book, on a typical day. Twenty-two per-
cent checked out one to four books, 13 
percent five to nine books, and only 10 
percent of the libraries checked out 
more than ten books to outsiders on a 
typical day. Outsiders made their great-
est use of junior college libraries by 
using books in the library. Twenty-seven 
percent indicated that outsiders used 
no books or not more than one book on a 
typical day, 11 percent said that only 
one to four books were used, 18 percent 
responded that their in-library use 
amounted to only five to nine books, 12 
percent reported an in-building circula-
tion of ten to nineteen books, and 10 
percent indicated that on a typical day 
outsider use approximated twenty to 
twenty-eight books. It seems likely, con-
sidering the statistics above, that even 
the smallest junior college library could 
support the limited use of its facilities 
made by outsiders. 
A large majority of the respondents, 
85 percent, replied in the negative to 
question 17, which asked if there were 
any legal strictures, such as the Educa-
tion Code or institutional regulations 
which would prevent them from serving 
persons not connected with their institu-
tion. Only 5 percent said that they could 
not legally serve outsiders. Nine percent 
did not reply. 
Since so many junior colleges feel that 
there are no legal restrictions to prevent 
them from serving outsiders and since 
70 percent stated that they circulated 
materials to persons other than students, 
faculty, and staff (Question no. 3), it 
seems strange that so little outside use is 
being made of community college li-
braries by outsiders. There may be fac-
tors which militate against community 
use (such as the location of the college 
in relation to population centers), but it 
would seem that the community college 
could serve a great many more persons 
not connected with their institutions 
than they are now serving, thus raising 
the level of library service in their com-
munities. 
Publicly and Privately 
Supported Institutions 
E. J. JOSEY 
Since there is a growing number of 
publicly supported community colleges 
being established in the country, it was 
decided that information on financial 
support should be included in the sur-
vey. 
Of the 308 institutions participating 
in the survey, 194 or 62 percent are pub-
licly supported institutions while 105 or 
33 percent are private institutions. Five 
or 1 percent of the reporting institutions 
indicated that they enjoyed both private 
and public support. Only three respon-
dents did not answer this question. 
In examining the extent to which li-
brary service is offered by both the pub-
licly and privately supported institu-
tions, no real discernible pattern 
emerged which would indicate a trend 
or indicate anything statistically signifi-
cant which would show a greater re-
sponse to sharing library resou~ces with 
the community by either the publicly or 
the privately supported two-year col-
leges. On some questions the privately 
supported institutions were more com-
munity oriented than the publicly sup-
ported institutions. On others the reverse 
was true. 
An illustration of this fact may be 
seen in question 3 relative to the circu-
lation of materials to persons other than 
students, faculty, staff, and their imme-
diate families. Surprisingly about one-
half of the respondents who answered 
affirmatively were equally divided be-
tween the public and private institu-
tions. Those who answered negatively 
were almost equally divided. 
An examination of the question of 
charging user fees revealed that in 
more than 249 or 80 percent of the re-
plies, no fee is required for using library 
collections. Of the nineteen that require 
a borrower fee, most are private. From 
this . small sample it may be reasonable 
to assume that the public institutions 
are cognizant that their funds come from 
the public and are not likely to charge 
the local citizen for extramural service. 
In a close scrutiny of a third question 
in this random selection of three q ues-
tions to compare the publicly supported 
institutions' policies with those of pri-
vately supported institutions (question 
17, which considers legal strictures as 
embodied in Educational Codes or in-
stitutional regulations), it is interesting to 
note that an overwhelming number, 263 
or 85 percent, stated that no legal re-
strictions existed. On the other hand, 
upon a careful study of the small num-
ber, seventeen, that indicated that legal 
restrictions existed, more than one-half 
were private two-year colleges. If this 
sample truly represents the national pic-
ture and if conjecture is permitted, an 
evolving hypothesis may very well be 
that the minute number of two-year col-
lege libraries that have restrictions are 
the private institutions. 
For the most part, the data do not 
emphasize conclusions which are statis-
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tically significant. Nevertheless, the an-
swers to two of the three questions ran-
domly selected and discussed above pos-
sibly show that the average publicly 
supported institution is less restrictive in 
its service to the community than pri-
vately supported institutions. 
Institutional Characteristics 
of Junior Colleges 
Participating in the Survey 
RICHARD C. QUICK 
In addition to questions concerning 
services and privileges accorded by jun-
ior college libraries to persons not con-
nected with the college, the committee's 
survey questionnaire also requested cer-
tain institutional data which might indi-
cate the libraries' state of preparedness 
for service beyond the prior needs of the 
academic community. 
Specifically, the questionnaire asked 
the number of volumes in the library, 
the number of full-time students and 
fslCulty ( FTE), and the numbers of pro-
fessional and clerical staff. The ques-
tionnaire also asked the population of 
the community in which the college is 
located. 
Three hundred and seven libraries re-
sponded to the questionnaire's Institu-
tional Data section. In terms of num-
bers of students and faculty served, size 
of staffs, and size of book collections, 
these responses indicate that a majority 
of the junior college libraries surveyed 
are not sufficiently prepared to satisfy 
the service obligations to their own aca-
demic communities. It would appear 
that where services and privileges are 
offered to outside users, such accommo-
dations represent an expenditure of staff 
time and dispersal of book resources that 
may not be justified. Where library ser-
vices and privileges are not extended to 
the outsider, it is probably because there 
are not adequate personnel or material 
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resources to support such an accommo-
dation. 
Collections and Enrollment Da.ta 
The Standards for Junior College Li-
braries, developed by the ACRL Com-
mittee on Standards ( 1960) , recom-
mend that a junior college library of 
up to 1,000 students should have a book 
collection of at least 20,000 volumes. 
The Standards suggest that the collec-
tion should be increased by 5,000 vol-
umes for every 500 students ( FTE ) be-
yond 1,000.5 
Of the respondents supplying infor-
mation on the number of volumes in the 
library, 50 percent reported collections 
of less than the ACRL's recommended 
20,000 volume minimum. Of those li-
braries supplying data on the number of 
students enrolled, 54 percent reported 
student bodies in the range of 1- 999. In 
an institution-by-institution comparison 
of book-stocks and enrollments, it was 
found that 119 libraries reported serving 
student enrollments of up to 1,000 stu-
dents with less than the recommended 
minimum 20,000 volumes. Thirty-four 
other libraries were found to be serving 
student enrollments of more than 1,000 
students with collections below the rec-
ommended minimum 20,000 volumes. In 
addition, roughly three-quarters of the 
libraries with subminimal collections 
were also called upon to satisfy study 
and research needs and services to fac-
ulties numbering from thirty to fifty. 
Staff Da.ta 
The ACRL Standards recommend 
two professional librarians as the mini-
mum number required for effective ser-
vice in a junior college with an enroll-
ment up to 500 students ( FTE), and 
that there should be at least one non-
professional staff member. 
Three hundred and five junior college 
libraries responding to the questionnaire 
reported professional staffs ranging from 
one to nine members. Of the respon-
dents, 117 or 38 percent indicated one 
professional staff member: sixty-four re-
ported serving student bodies ranging 
from 500- 999; and eight reported serv-
ing student bodies ranging from 1,500--
2,000 students. Two libraries reported 
one professional librarian serving student 
bodies numbering in excess of 3,000 stu-
dents. 
Eighty-five responding junior college 
libraries reported two professional staff 
members. In this group an institution-
by-institution comparison of numbers of 
staff and numbers of students enrolled 
revealed: eighteen professional pairs 
serving student bodies ranging to 499 
students; twenty-eight professional pairs 
serving student bodies ranging from 
500--999 students; sixteen professional 
pairs serving student bodies ranging 
from 1,000- 1,499 students; twenty pro-
fessional pairs serving student bodies 
ranging from 1,500-2,999 students; and 
three pairs serving student populations 
in excess of 3,000 students. Three li-
braries specified no professional staff. 
Two hundred and seventy-nine li-
braries reported clerical staffs ranging 
to fifteen members. Of these, seventy-
four indicated one; sixty-seven indicated 
two; forty-five indicated three; fifty-
eight indicated four-five; and thirty-five 
indicated more than six clerical staff 
members. Twenty-five libraries reported 
no clerical assistance. 
Of the 117 libraries reporting only one 
professional staff member, 14 percent 
indicated no clerical assistance, 33 per-
cent indicated one clerical assistant, 26 
percent indicated two clerical assistants, 
and 14 percent reported clerical staffs 
ranging from four or more. 
Of the eighty-five libraries reporting 
two professional staff members, 8 per-
cent indicated no clerical assistance, 22 
percent indicated one clerical assistant, 
31 percent indicated two clerical assist-
ants, and 16 percent indicated three 
clerical assistants. The remaining eight-
een libraries reported clerical staffs rang-
ing from four or more. 
Population Data 
Two hundred and ninety-nine junior 
college libraries supplied population to-
tals for the communities in which they 
are located. Of these, ninety-three or 30 
percent reported populations of less 
than 10,000; ninety-three or 30 percent 
reported populations of 10,000--50,000; 
thirty-six or 11 percent reported popula-
tions of 50,000-100,000; sixty or 19 per-
cent reported populations ranging from 
100,000-1,000,000; and seventeen or 5 
percent were located in communities in 
excess of one million. 
Responses to the questionnaire indi-
cate that more than sixty-two of the jun-
ior college libraries surveyed are located 
in communities of less than 50,000 per-
sons. In the case of ninety-three libraries 
reporting populations of less than 10,-
000, theirs may well comprise the only 
significant book collections within easy 
reach of the community at large, and 
there may be unusual pressures upon 
these to assist with community library 
services. It should be noted that thirty-
seven of the libraries shown to be un-
derstaffed and understocked, in terms of 
the ACRL Standards, are located in 
communities of less than 50,000 persons. 
Both groups, while not fully prepared to 
supply the library needs of the academic 
community, do render community ser-
vices in varying degree, either as a sub-
stitute for nonexistent public library re-
sources, or to supplement a limited pub-
lic library resource. 
Responses to the questionnaire's In-
stitutional Data section showed that a 
significant number of the junior college 
libraries surveyed are disadvantaged in 
terms of staff and collection sizes as 
compared to numbers of students and 
faculty serviced. Where full or partial 
access is granted to outsiders, it would 
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seem that this accommodation could im-
pose a further strain on the library's al-
ready inadequate personnel and materi-
al resources. 
Significance of the Findings 
to Junior College Libraries 
E. J. JOSEY 
When it was reported that the State 
Agricultural and Technical College at 
Farmingdale, New York, would become 
the first college on Long Island to open 
its library to general public circulation, 
some community-minded citizens felt 
that this new policy was just a natural 
extension of community service by a 
two-year college. Residents had always 
been allowed to use library facilities, but 
they had not enjoyed the privilege of 
borrowing library materials. Generally, 
community colleges or junior colleges in 
recent years have become anxious to ex-
tend services to the wider communi-
ty. Naiman and Konneim support this 
view when they declare that "with the 
growth of the community college there 
may be more and more opportunity for 
such extension of the college beyond its 
campus at little cost to itself and at con-
siderable benefit to the larger communi-
ty for which it can be a valuable source 
of information."6 There can be no quar-
rel with such objectives; however, in 
terms of extending library service to the 
larger community, while most institu-
tions offer some kind of service, a varied 
and multicolored picture emerges. 
Scott's analysis of the question on the 
circulation of materials disclosed that al-
though 91 percent of the respondents 
allow in-building use of materials, only 
70 percent permit borrowing privileges. 
Various reasons were cited for not grant-
ing circulation privileges; the largest 
group responding indicated that their li-
braries possessed insufficient material. 
The most acrimonious comment came 
from a Texas librarian, who declared 
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" ... we have sabotaged ourselves by all 
of this talk of 'free library service.' " Ob-
viously he has not moved far from the 
concept of each little library working in 
isolation attempting to serve its public 
without any desire to join the emerging 
cooperatives and networks intended to 
strengthen library service to all types of 
libraries and library users. One wonders 
what his reaction is to the heavy burden 
that college students place on the public 
library. The National Advisory Commis-
sion on Libraries in its report has strong-
ly recommended that libraries join net-
works. Hence, it is essential for libraries 
of all types, and especially two-year col-
lege libraries to join cooperatives in or-
der to strengthen total library service in 
their region. 7 
By and large, most of the two-year in-
stitutions have not formulated policy 
statements which govern the use of their 
libraries by outsiders. Smith found that 
some evidently do not feel the need for 
a written statement, and more than half 
of the reporting libraries permit free ac-
cess by the general public. Of the vari-
ous categories of users, it appears that 
high school students are not welcomed 
at junior college libraries, and this find-
ing coincides with the survey of com-
munity users of college and university 
libraries mentioned earlier. 
In his investigation of the conditions 
under which unaffiliated users may use 
junior college libraries, Quick reported 
that more than 80 percent do not charge 
a fee for the use of library materials. 
This fact may mirror the parent insti-
tution's philosophy to extend itself into 
the greater community beyond the col-
lege. It can be assumed that the small 
number that charge fees do not do so in 
order to deny library service, for the fee 
is too small. If one would assume that 
the fee is to be a deterrent to outsiders, 
ambitious researchers-faculty and/ or 
students-will pay to acquire the highly 
desired materials for study or research, 
thus, the fee will never constitute an in-
surmountable barrier. 
This discourse could very well close 
with a quote from two authors who are 
considering another important service to 
the community and seems quite appli-
cable to libraries. "Here, it would seem, 
is an example of one of the real chal-
lenges to the community college: name-
ly, relating to its neighbors not only by 
offering formal education to the young 
but also by providing a resource to the 
adult and professional populations in 
need."8 
The enforcement of adequate controls 
over materials loaned and correspond-
ingly the sending of materials via inter-
library loan in lieu of direct loan are 
matters that are in the hands of librari-
ans. The telephone seems to be the most 
effective communications medium for 
recall of materials from local outside 
borrowers. With reference to interlibrary 
loan, Heintz reveals that 51 percent in-
dicate that materials are sent on interli-
brary loan rather than given directly to 
an outsider, and 40 percent disavowed 
using interlibrary loan in this manner. 
The results here do not correspond to 
question three in which it was found 
that 70 percent extend circulation priv-
ileges to persons other than students, 
faculty, staff, and their immediate fam-
ilies. There is the possibility that the re-
spondents extend materials to outsiders 
via interlibrary loan under certain con-
ditions. The results do not warrant as-
sumptions. This dilemma points up the 
major weakness of the questionnaire 
method-the differing interpretations of 
questions by respondents. 
The opening of the floodgates and be-
ing inundated by masses of outside users 
"syndrome" is, of course, played down 
by the respondents, for Elser points out 
that 32 percent replied that they served 
no outsiders or less than one on a typical 
day. Another 32 percent reported serv-
ing from one to four outsiders and an 
examination of the amount of materials 
borrowed reveals that this is negligible. 
In terms of legal restrictions, only 5 per-
cent reported having such regulations. 
From the foregoing facts it appears that 
the libraries of two-year colleges are not 
suffering from the demands of unaffili-
ated users. When two-year colleges be-
come part and parcel of a national in-
formational system, their present outside 
clientele will not prevent other newcom-
ers from tapping their resources as well. 
Library service from publicly support-
ed two-year colleges versus library ser-
vice from privately supported two-year 
colleges, as this writer stated earlier, is 
not statistically significant to report ex-
cept in a couple of instances where it 
appears that publicly supported institu-
tions may be a few degrees more pro-
gressive in terms of community service. 
In his characterization of the junior 
colleges participating in the survey, 
Quick shows very tellingly and graph-
ically that most of the institutions sur-
veyed do not meet ALA standards in 
terms of collection and staff. The N a-
tiona! Advisory Commission on Libraries 
corroborates his findings in these words: 
"As college enrollmentyhave increased 
since World W~e have witnessed 
an almost phenomenal increase in the 
number of junior and community col-
leges. In no other type of institution 
serving higher education are library 
shortcomings so glaring. The great ma-
jority of library collections of junior col-
leges are considered substandard. . .. "9 
The next question that should be posed 
is the following: why should junior col-
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lege libraries attempt to serve the gen-
eral public with such meager resources? 
One possible answer may very well be 
the revelation from the National Advi-
sory Commission on Libraries that "more 
than two-thirds of all public libraries fail 
to meet American Library Association 
(ALA) standards as to the minimum 
adequate size of collections, and not one 
in thirty meets ALA standards for per 
capita support."10 Therefore, out of ne-
cessity, townspeople flock to the libraries 
of two-year colleges hoping to find what 
they do not find in their public libraries. 
The problem is further compounded, be· 
cause a majority of the two-year col-
leges surveyed are located in towns of 
less than 50,000 population and, in too 
many instances, access to the junior col-
lege library is necessary for reference 
and research. 
Finally, without a doubt, this survey 
clearly shows that most two-year college 
libraries permit some degree of access 
to their library collections and resources. 
Even the concept of legal restriction in 
itself is not a barrier to outside users. 
Even the one librarian who contended 
that "each type of library has its own 
'public' that supports it and for which it 
shall supply resources" constitutes an in-
finitesimal minority. 
What does the future portend for 
community use of junior college li-
braries? As library networks and infor-
mational systems emerge, the dividing 
lines between library jurisdictions will . 
continue to erode, and the junior college 
library will play a vital role in provid-
ing materials to all qualified users. 
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To the Editor: 
I will not debate the statements about 
faculty members' attitude towards librari-
ans and their not very satisfactory per-
formance in book selection in J. G. Schad 
and R. L. Adams, "Book Selection in Aca-
demic Libraries: A New Approach," CRL 
30:437-42 (Sept. 1969). But I am going 
to explain the book selection system in the 
St. Paul Campus Libraries, University of 
Minnesota, with the hope it will supple-
ment .the article. 
The purpose and goal of the library ma-
terial selection system is to secure a good 
book collection. That raises an immediate 
question-which is a good book collection? 
We can accept that in a University library 
it is a collection which possesses the titles 
needed for studies according to the cam-
pus curriculum (textbooks usually are ex-
cluded) and for scholarly research proj-
ects, conducted in this particular campus 
of the University. In other words it should 
be a workable, streamlined and up-to-date 
collection. 
The book collection system in the St. 
Paul Campus Libraries is based on a close 
cooperation between faculty members and 
the Library's professional staff. Each col-
lege or department head was asked to ap-
point a library committee consisting of fac-
ulty members. All the faculty members 
have been urged to examine the current 
bibliographical literature, each in his sub-
ject field, and then submit their sugges-
tions for purchase to their library commit-
tee. Emphasis is on a streamlined and up-
to-date collection. The Library collection 
should be without gaps but also without 
alarming protruders. The departmental li-
brary committees send the book requests to 
the Acquisitions Division in the Central Li-
brary. 
Each professional librarian in the Li-
brary is assigned responsibility to check the 
current bibliographical literature in a par-
ticular subject area from the curriculum 
Letters 
and research programs of the St. Paul 
Campus. They also must check reference 
titles and titles of more general interest. 
After a comparatively short time, the li-
brarians acquire a rather good "reading 
knowledge" in their assigned fields. 
The departmental library committees 
are nicely cooperating with their opposite 
members on the Library's staff in a mutual 
effort to build a workable, up-to-date li-
brary collection. By this work of coopera-
tion, the Library encourages a wide pa_r-
ticipation of faculty members as experts m 
their subject fields and professional librari-
ans to achieve the goal: a workable, 
streamlined, and up-to-date book collec-
tion. 
After some years of experience, this book 
selection system seems to work well. The 
faculty accepted their participation in the 
book selection very enthusiastically. There 
was not even one case of refusal to do that. 
Acquisitions orders are much more evenly 
distributed among the colleges and depart-
ments on the campus than formerly was 
the case. The collection is becoming more 
workable, streamlined, and up-to-date. 
It seems to me that this system has value 
for the suggestions in the above mentioned 
article. 
To the Editor: 
V erners ] . V itins 
Assistant Yrojesso1· and 
Head Librarian 
St. Paul Campus Libraries 
University of Minnesota 
St. Paul, Minnesota 
Messrs. Downs and Heussman briefly 
stated the difficulties in determining stan-
dards for university libraries which makes 
us all the more indebted to them for un-
dertaking the task. [Standards for Uni-
versity Libraries," CRL 31:28-35 (Jan. 
1970)] 
Nevertheless, I wish to take issue with 
their basic premise that criteria for excel-
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lence should be based upon the fifty larg-
est libraries. It is quite true that they did 
not say they were surveying the fifty larg-
est libraries, but in the report to ARL their 
listing reveals they subtracted seven li-
braries from the fifty largest U.S. academic 
libraries and added another seven libraries 
(including Toronto and McGill) to bring 
the total back up to fifty. Therefore, 86 
percent of the libraries looked at are listed 
as being among the fifty largest U.S. aca-
demic libraries. 
Those libraries that rank below the 
largest fifty libraries are well aware of that 
fact. I question if the giving of raw data-
dollars spent, volumes added, staff, etc.-
is meaningful to "smaller" institutions. It is 
the next fifty largest that are in even more 
need of standards. 
At first glance the use of relationships 
seems to be an approach that will bear 
useful results. Yet at the same time I have 
some misgivings that the relationships de-
rived from the largest libraries may be way 
out of reach for a lesser institution and 
therefore the usefulness of such relation-
ships as a standard is impaired. 
Perhaps three or four standards should 
be developed for libraries according to the 
size of collection or graduate/undergradu-
ate ratio. This would enable growing li-
braries to see more clearly the standards 
they are striving for as well as the stan-
dards they wish to leave behind. 
I know that Downs and Heussman have 
not completed their work and so until then 
I can only await their rationale. Eventual-
ly I hope they will get around to com-
menting on: 
How the number of branch libraries or 
an undergraduate collection skews the fig-
ures. 
How the graduate/undergraduate ratio 
affects the library's statistics for expendi-
tures, seating, etc. 
If the number of librarians in adminis-
tration or technical processing says any-
thing about a library. 
What ratios contribute positively to a 
profile of a library? 
How HEW statistics on libraries can be 
better utilized when comparing libraries. 
Richard H einzkill 
University of 01'egon 
To the Editor: 
In the March, 1970, editorial, Dr. Dough-
erty discusses, in addition to other topics, 
methods of improving library management 
as a way of alleviating professional discon-
tent-especially among the younger pro-
fessionals. His thesis states that the younger 
professionals are dissatisfied, expect more 
challenging positions, and want more op-
portunities for promotion. The purpose of 
this letter is to expand and develop his 
theme and to comment on his proposal for 
a management intern program by taking 
into account a number of the important 
variables necessary for the formation of a 
successful internship. 
Although the opportunities available in 
the 1970s for personal fulfillment in work 
situations are unique, keeping professional 
librarians and attracting new people of high 
caliber to the field are becoming more dif-
ficult due to increased competition from 
other professions. Today's competition is 
keen enough to warrant such new ap-
proaches as Dougherty's which do more 
than pay lip service to one of the profession's 
biggest ailments. To fulfill our manpower 
needs, positive, forceful, innovative, and 
direct action is needed. 
Library school graduates complain that 
their library school training is not being 
utilized, while administrators argue that the 
recent library school graduate is not 
equipped to meet their needs. As Lester 
Asheim has pointed out in The Core of Edu-
cation for Librarianship, the library school 
graduate is equipped with the background 
and theory of librarianship and is at that 
point on the threshold of his professional 
career: "The educational program should 
prepare the student to become a librarian; 
it does not turn out a completely expert 
librarian upon graduation." 
It is fine to talk about more challenging 
positions and greater staff participation, 
but, as Dougherty has said, "to achieve 
meaningful staff participation, we must be-
gin to train young middle-management li-
brarians for top administrative positions." 
The result of the program which aspiring 
administrators have often followed is that 
traditional methods are perpetuated and 
innovation is stifled. 
New methods of training are possible on 
both a formal and an informal basis. Dough-
erty has suggested that a formal plan for 
administrative internships be initiated, with 
the ACRL and/or ALA playing leading 
roles. While this is only one aspect of the 
solution, it is an essential one, and positive 
attempts toward its fulfillment would repre-
sent an important advance toward achiev-
ing the goals of the profession. 
Such a program presupposes an attitude 
of receptiveness on the part of present top 
management-both in allowing staff to par-
ticipate in such a program and in setting up 
the program itself. Top administrators will 
have to be willing to incorporate a risk ele-
ment into the management of their libraries. 
Traditionally, administrators have tended 
to make important decisions themselves, 
leaving the implementation to the staff. 
Such procedures train good followers, not 
good leaders. 
Not only is a positive attitude towards 
internships necessary, but also visible sup-
port must be forthcoming. Funding to as-
sist in the organization of such programs 
could be obtained from such agencies as 
ALA, ACRL, and USOE. Some of the train-
ing programs funded by the National Li-
brary of Medicine for medical librarians 
could serve as a prototype for the manage-
ment training programs. 
Dougherty's suggestion is directed at 
academic libraries; this appears, however, 
to be too narrow a base upon which to 
work. Because the management problem is 
one which exists in other types of libraries 
as well, it would seem that a variety of 
programs aimed at developing administrat-
ors for all types of libraries would be de-
sirable. The ensuing cross-fertilization 
should be important for the future develop-
ment of information networks which will 
call for close cooperation among all types 
of libraries. 
To operate most effectively after com-
pletion of the program, the intern should 
not return to the same position he formerly 
held. Rather, the completion of such a pro-
gram should serve as a springboard to a 
more responsible position in another li-
brary. 
If the internship is to be relevant and 
effective, the intern must be completely in~ 
tegrated into the decision-making process. 
The library which undertakes an intern pro-
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gram will have to expect a certain amount 
of disruption of daily routines because of 
the infusion of the intern into the relatively 
predictable library organization. The result-
ant program must foster growth not only in 
the interns but also in the parent institution. 
Because of this, it is imperative that the 
program set up for the incipient manager 
should not be "how we do it good in this 
library." Obviously, imitation of the tradi-
tional will not bring about innovation and 
creativity. Internships certainly will not 
solve all the management problems of li-
brarianship; however, they can be a start 
toward the implementation of needed 
changes. 
To the Editor: 
Fred W. Roper and 
Richard]. Vorwerk 
USOE Doctoral Fellows 
Graduate Library School, 
Indiana University 
The administrative intern program which 
you propose in the March issue [ CRL, 
March 1970] may have its merits, but I 
doubt that it would do much to alter the 
climate in libraries or alleviate the boredom 
and frustration you describe. The statement 
"to achieve meaningful staff participation, 
we must begin to train young middle-man-
agement librarians for top administrative 
positions" seems rather questionable. I 
would suggest instead that the way to 
achieve staff participation is to have the 
staff participate, and to stop thinking of 
administration as the only fit outlet for tal-
ent in a library. Is there really no more to 
reference work than either serving as a 
human signpost or directing the activities 
of a corps of signposts? Unless there is, our 
claims to academic status are shaky indeed. 
The two issues, status and internal li-
brary management, are not separable as you 
suggest, but quite closely connected. At the 
heart of the status problem is the facultY 
member's perception of the differences be-
tween the librarian's situation and his own. 
The professor regards himself as holder of 
the highest status academia has to offer. All 
the rewards of professional achievement are 
accessible to him in the job he has. His~ 
status does not derive from a slot in a 
hierarchical table of organization, and he 
need not become a department chairman or 
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dean in order to advance his career or be 
considered successful. Under the circum-
stances, he is most reluctant to accept as his 
peers people as obviously subordinate and 
inconsequential as are "ordinary" librarians 
vis a vis their ostensible colleagues, the oc-
cupants of "top administrative positions." 
These thoughts have been expressed re-
peatedly during the past few years, in the 
columns of College & Research Libraries 
and elsewhere. Perhaps the linking of the 
status and management issues at Atlantic 
City is a sign that the argument is gaining 
ground, albeit slowly. 
To the Editor: 
Mrs. Thelma Freides 
School of Library Service 
Atlanta University 
John Moriarty's "Academic In Deed" 
(January 1970) is plump with wisdom for 
the librarian and the administrator. I would 
not quarrel with any part of it, but the im-
plication in the first paragraph that equal 
status for a typical librarian might include 
a twelve-month appointment is unfortunate. 
Academic status for librarians requires 
the academic year in order for them to meet 
the obligations of scholarship, research, and 
publication. Even to give librarians the 
option of working the longer period is to 
ensure that they will not meet their aca-
demic obligations, which in turn will mean 
that the long hard struggle for academic 
status has been wasted. Librarians must 
have assignments of the same length as the 
rest of the faculty if they are to meet the 
same academic standards. 
Some librarians might be requested to 
continue for the fourth quarter at extra 
pay, but the decision for this should rest 
with the director of the library, who should 
be concerned about the professional de-
velopment of his staff. Any librarian who 
needs to return to school, or to do some re-
search, in order to obtain tenure or promo-
tion should be advised that he will not be 
hired during the fourth quarter until he has 
met those requirements. 
Any director who gives twelve-month as-
signments to librarians merely for his own 
convenience in operating the library, with-
out due concern for their professional 
growth, will be sabotaging the profession 
and the individual librarians as well as his 
own library's future. 
R. Dean Galloway 
C allege Librarian 
Stanislaus State College 
•• 
CORRECTION 
An article, "Fringe Benefits for Academic Library Per-
sonnel,"-by James Wright in the January 1970 issue listed 
Iowa State University as having an enrollment under 
5,000 while its present enrollment is 19,172. 
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Library Response to Urban Change: A 
Study of the Chicago Public Library. 
By Lowell A. Martin. Chicago: American 
Library Association, 1969. 320p. $8.50. 
Like a bogged down dinosaur, strug-
gling feebly, while its healthy neighbors 
fed upon it, the Chicago Public Library 
was sinking slowly. Then the alarm was 
sounded. The affiictions and deficiencies of 
the library were agonizingly detailed in a 
series of newspaper articles. The second 
city was shamed. What to do? Citizens 
sprang into action. Experts were asked to 
examine the patient. 
It is highly appropriate that the con-
sultants were headed by Dr. Lowell Mar-
tin, a Chicago native, former member of 
the C.P.L. staff, one of the most knowl-
edgeable and highly respected public li-
brary experts. Dr. Martin has provided a 
model study, both practical and farsighted, 
based on deep understanding of the poten-
tial capabilities of the public library. The 
report is studded with helpful maps, ta-
bles, charts and graphs. 
The basic premise is that "the urban 
condition calls for something more than 
'business as usual.'" It is pointed out that 
"Chicago, with other cities, will not be al-
lowed many mistakes; either it will main-
tain its institutions of communication and 
understanding, or it will lose power and 
validity." The Chicago Public Library is 
called upon to aim for "excellence and in-
novation" and "to adjust to the people of 
the city in all their diversity, rather than 
expecting the people to conform to a stan-
dard institution." 
Dr. Martin says, "The problem is not to 
remake our libraries into something other 
than libraries-a new form of school, a 
community meeting place, an amusement 
center-but rather to take the inherent 
strength of a 'library,' as a resources cen-
ter with materials for self-realization, and 
Recent Publications 
relate it to the multifarious interests of a 
society that is re-examining itself." The re-
port outlines a dynamic "library response 
to urban change." 
Beginning with analysis of the people in 
their varying levels of education, interests, 
needs and ethnic differences, the report in-
quires into the library's public services and 
personnel and technical services. It recom-
mends use of the new technology, includ-
ing computers. Then come organization, fi-
nancial support, and administration. The 
responsibilities of the library as a chief 
communication and research agency in the 
metropolitan area are recognized. Creative 
solutions for the central building, regional 
organization, and branch problems are of-
fered. Inner city library service is stressed. 
Two recommendations show the ad-
vanced point of view of the report: 
At whatever level, library resources will 
be as much film as print, as much sound 
as words, as much leaflet as book. 
The various outlets and units of the 
Chicago Public Library will be linked by 
communications connections for sight and 
sound which will make resources available 
rapidly at any point in the system. 
In setting forth the priorities for the next 
decade, Dr. Martin lays it on the line: 
"Three ingredients are essential . . . the 
will to change and develop, money to pay 
the ~ay, and personnel to get the job 
done. 
It will be interesting to see if these in-
gredients are marshaled to revitalize this 
library. The next moves are up to the Chi-
cago elected officials and library b·ustees. 
Dr. Martin and his enlightened associates 
have diagnosed the ailments and pre-
scribed the treatment. If their advice is fol-
lowed, a torpid institution will come alive 
as a source of pride for Chicago and an ex-
ample to be followed by other cities. 
Library Response to Urban Change is 
required reading for librarians. If they use 
its fertile ideas in their planning, the citi-
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zens will benefit enormously. Every city 
can and should have such a library as Dr. 
Martin envisions for Chicago, a "nerve 
center ... for contemporary information, 
in substance functioning as th~ fact bank, 
information switchboard, and special li-
brary for the general populace."-Edwin 
Castagna, Enoch Pratt Free Library. 
Library Automation; a State of the Art 
Review. Ed. by Stephen R. Salmon. Chi-
cago: American Library Association, 
1969. 175p. $7.50. (73-77283). 
The papers presented at the ALA Pre-
conference Institute on Library Automa-
tion at San Francisco in June 1967 consti-
tute this volume. The purpose of the insti-
tute was to inform ALA members of the 
state of the art of library automation. It 
achieved its purpose, and with the prin-
cipal exception of on-line applications de-
scribed since 1967, it still constitutes an in-
formative review for librarians not directly 
involved in research and development. 
Separate sections of the report are de-
voted to acquisitions, cataloging, serials, 
and circulation, but the publication lacks 
an adequate review of information retriev-
al. Necessarily lacking are descriptions of 
on-line systems in acquisitions, serials, and 
circulation that have been activated since 
1967. 
Other sections discuss the MARC Project 
at the Library of Congress, networks, sys-
tem analysis and design, and buildings. 
The MARC Project has had major devel-
opments since 1967, which of course are 
not in Library Automation. On the other 
hand, system analysis and design is a time-
less topic. One of the most interesting sec-
tions is that by Robert H. Rohlf entitled 
"Building-Planning Implications of Auto-
mation." This section does not give cook-
book answers to those who wish detailed 
replies to the question "How will library 
automation affect the building I am plan-
ning?" but it does give a valuable basis 
from which effective planning can proceed. 
Library Automation will be a useful and 
informative publication for some years to 
come.-Frederick G. Kilgour, The Ohio 
College Library Center. 
Cataloging U.S.A. By Paul S. Dunkin. Chi-
cago: American Library Association, 1969. 
159p. $5.00. ( 69-17830). 
Paul Dunkin has given us a brief survey 
of cataloging theory in the United States. 
He prefaces his book with an annotated 
list of the most influential writings on cata-
loging; after which he summarizes the cat-
aloging codes from Cutter's on. Then, un-
der each problem area-entry, description, 
subject, classification, the catalog-he dis-
cusses the major points of view and their 
theoretical bases. His expressed intention is 
to show why we catalog as we do. 
The categories, assumptions, and objec-
tives of the transcendent theories are pre-
sented with clarity. We see how we arrived 
at our current practices, that they do not 
form a coherent whole and reflect histori-
cal not logical development. They are 
largely "the accumulation of what has been 
done in LC" ( p. 143) , a compromise of 
conflicting bibliographical objectives, par-
ticularly of conflicting theories on "the pub-
lic's needs and/ or wants. (They are not 
necessarily the same.)" 
We index the book collection both to lo-
cate a work and to relate it to other works. 
That is our first principle. Cataloging at-
tempts to do this systematically, and parts 
of Cutter's coherent but expensive system 
still stand. Parts have fallen under attack. 
But no matter how cogent or inviting later 
theories have been, the system has re-
mained closed to any but peripheral and 
compromised changes, adopted usually for 
economic reasons and tending to make the 
system a less coherent whole. Mr. Dunkin 
shows us why we have arrived at our cur-
rent practices. We all know what they are 
and what problems they raise in applica-
tion and comprehension. Thus we enter 
works on "principles of authorship," not 
according to the title page statement the 
author and publisher have agreed on. Our 
forms of entry reflect wave after wave of 
opinion. We relate some types of material 
by added entries, others by uniform titles, 
and still others by form headings. Our sub-
ject headings reflect a number of views on 
the uses of language, and a continual re-
duction of attempts to apply them system-
atically or to relate them fully. MARC 
finds it necessary to bolster our descrip-
tions with explicit statements on such 
points as language of text, country of ori-
gin, and index. Even the paging state-
ment, shown to be most important in es..: 
tablishing editions, has gone wild with the 
acceptance of Title II descriptions. The 
catalog gets larger and more confusing. 
The attempt to tie cataloging at least 
physically to books was dismissed ten years 
ago in the Library of Congress' The Cata-
loging-in-Source Experiment. This report, 
called by Dunkin "an amazing document," 
is one still deeply resented by catalogers 
outside the Library of Congress, who did 
not feel the experiment's pressures. Noth-
ing since has promised immediate practical 
relief. Attempts to tie cataloging more log-
ically or even more simply to books have 
added to the cost or to the confusion or to 
both. 
Mr. Dunkin has tried to limit himself to 
descriptive rather than critical analysis. 
The reader will be grateful to have the his-
tory laid out concisely. This is an impor-
tant book, intelligently done; if it emerges 
as a kind of epitaph to cataloging theory 
as we have known it, perhaps machines 
will someday release us and give us a 
chance at theories again.-Lois Hacker, 
Cornell University Libraries. 
Prolegomena to Library Classification. 
3d ed. By S. R. Ranganathan, assisted by 
M. A. Gopinath. New York: Asia Pub-
lishing House, 1967. 640p. (73-427373). 
It is with deep gratitude that I remem-
ber my first encounter with the Prolego-
mena. It (then in its second edition) 
opened my eyes with its clear statements 
of the problems of classification, as well as 
with its amazing revelation that anyone 
had gone so far toward their solution. This 
third edition is not a revision in the usual 
sense, but rather a development of those 
parts of the second edition of the greatest 
generality, excluding much of the histori-
cal, speculative, and practical discussions 
which (the author informs us) are being 
developed in two other books: Classifica-
tion: Retrospective and Prospective, and 
Depth Classification and Its Design. Thus 
the new Prolegomena consists, in a way, of 
three separate titles. Libraries ·With the 
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second edition should not retire it to inac-
tive storage unless they acquire all three 
new titles. 
If there is a work in which is concen-
trated (and the word must be taken in a 
very strong sense) all that is most germinal 
in the theory of classification, it is the 
Prolegomena. Nothing else can rank with it 
except the 1876 Dewey and Cutter works, 
and perhaps the Gardin team's L'Automa-
tisation des Recherches Documentaires. In 
this new incarnation it has become more 
than ever nothing but what-must-be-con-
sidered-before ... , less a survey that in-
cludes prolegomena! matter. No one (ex-
cept the beginning student, who would in 
all but a very few cases be quite put off 
by the unaccustomed rigor of the mode of 
exposition and who would be in principle 
unaware of the aporia in the praxis that 
have led to this theoria) who is serious 
about understanding, constructing, apply-
ing, or using any classification or system of 
indexing can afford to be uninformed 
about what Ranganathan works through 
here. 
The new edition would better have 
been (like the second) printed in En-
gland; there are misprints in abundance, 
though most are not too serious-just ir-
ritating. But there are a few weaknesses of 
a more serious sort. Interpolation (internal 
hospitality) in chain ( §LG) is not really 
explained, though Ranganathan along with 
everyone else assumes that Dewey's radix-
fractional principle makes it possible. But 
it may instead be that only a faceted nota-
tion does-and then only in a somewhat 
weak sense. Dichotomy is discussed in the 
proper pejorative light (§PC) , but its 
real function (positive/negative = enumera-
tion/" others") is not mentioned. Figure 16 
( p. 367) is intended to show the complexi-
ty of "the tree of knowledge"; it is so com-
plex as to confuse, and the lack of explana-
tory text makes it not a help but a hin-
drance to the reader. UDC is made to 
seem to have Anteriorising Common Iso-
lates (p. 448-449), which would assured-
ly surprise most of its adherents; the lack 
of phase-relational flexibility in UDC (p. 
462) is largely true, but the pioneer efforts 
of Kervegant have led at least to an offi-
cial test of a relator-schema of my own 
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concoction. Author codes made up of let-
ters and numbers are attacked (p. 504) 
without seeming awareness that a consid-
erable shortening of the notation can 
thereby result. CC is taken ( §U) as the 
only system that concerns itself with any-
thing beyond class numbers, but LC is at 
least a partial example (by enumeration) 
of another which does. The discussion of 
"dimension" ( §QA) is not at all clear, es-
pecially in §QA3. Finally (and most seri-
ously), the proposal to move all Problem 
facets into the Matter category ( §RB) 
seems to me a great mistake, even though 
the similar thematic location of Property 
facets there is good. Ranganathan seems 
rather caught in the PMEST (Personality, 
Matter, Energy, Space, Time) categoriza-
tion. If there were three categories (Static 
aspects, Dynamic aspects, and Environ-
mental aspects), the first would clearly ab-
sorb P and M (including Property), the 
second would correspond to E (including 
Problem), and the third would surely take 
in S and T. To make some such new at-
tempt is even recommended (p. 298) ; 
Ranganathan, like Aristotle, is too easily 
charged with an undeserved dogmatism. 
On p. 267 he mentions how "sheer repe-
tition" led Bliss to a "dogmatic creed" in 
regard to "Economic Limit of Notation." 
What we must do is to penetrate (in all 
such cases, as well as in these three) to 
the animating quest beneath the crust of 
exposition.-]. M. Perreault, University of 
Alabama in Huntsville. 
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SPIRES (Stanford Public Information 
Retrieval System). Annual report (2d, 
1968). By Edwin B. Parker and others. 
Stanford University, Calif.: Institute for 
Communication Research, 1968. 136p. 
(Available from CFSTI as PB 184 960, 
MF-$0.65 HC-$3.00). 
During 1968 the name of the project 
was changed from "Stanford Physics Infor-
mation Retrieval System" to "Stanford 
Public Information Retrieval System" to re-
flect the broadening of perspective and 
goals due to formal collaboration with 
Project BALLOTS (Bibliographic Automa-
tion of Large Library Operations using a 
Time-Sharing System) . The primary facili-
ty under development is still the computer 
information system for on-line reference 
retrieval. The file language techniques 
used are essentially as described in the 
1967 report. The computer programming 
done in the demonstration version of 
SPIRES was judged to be suitable as the 
nucleus for the Stanford Libi·ary Automa-
tion Project, and is to be used to provide 
more efficient internal processing of biblio-
graphic information in the library. The ma-
jor technical progress during 1968 was the 
completion of the SPIRES Supervisor, a 
special-purpose time-sharing system that 
serves multiple typewriter terminals. The 
designer, William Riddle, describes the 
specifications for the Supervisor in Appen-
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dix I of this report. Also appended is the 
SPIRES reference manual, a guide to user 
procedures prepared by Richard Bielsker. 
(The 1967 annual report is ED 017 294, 
PB 177 087.) 
Organization of a Capitol Region Library 
Council. A report on the Proposals and 
Activities of Neumann Associates. Hart-
ford, Conn.: Capitol Region Council of 
Elected Officials. 24p. (Available from 
CFSTI as PB 184 039, MF-$0.65 HC-
$3.00). 
In 1967 the Regional Advisory Commit-
tee for the Capitol Region, Inc. of Hart-
ford, Connecticut, commissioned a study 
by Nelson Associates entitled "Library Ser-
vice in the Capitol Region of Connecticut: 
A Study with Recommendations for Future 
Development" (Ed 026 089). As a result 
of this report the Capitol Region Council of 
Elected Officials contracted with Neumann 
Associates to create a Capitol Region Li· 
brary Council ( CRLC) . This report sum-
marizes activities of the Neumann Associ-
ates in this effort including meetings of the 
Interim Council and discussions leading to 
a set of proposed bylaws for the CRLC. 
Possible programs are listed involving im-
proved access to library resources by the 
citizens of the region, direct service to li-
brary users provided by the CRLC, the 
provision of centralized administrative ser-
vices, improved public relations, and im-
provement of individual libraries in the re-
gion. Appendix I is a list of meetings, con-
ferences, and appearances. Also appended 
are the recommended bylaws, a proposed 
budget, and the recommended dues sched· 
ule. 
Reports of the Studies of the Publication 
Fate of Material Presented at National 
Meetings (Two Years After the Meet-
ings). Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins 
University Center for Research in Scien-
tific Communication. 85p. (Available 
from CFSTI as PB }85 469, MF-$0.65 
HC-$3.00). 
Included in this document are seven re-
ports dealing with the post-meeting jour-
nal publication of papers presented at vari-
ous national meetings. The studies were all 
made two years after the meetings. The 
national meetings involved in the studies 
were: ( 1) October 1966 Meeting of the 
Optical Society of America; (2) 1966 
Meeting of the American Sociological As. 
sociation; ( 3) two meetings of the Ameri· 
can Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics; ( 4) 1967 Annual Meeting of the 
American Geophysical Union; ( 5) 96th 
Annual Meeting of the American Institute 
of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum 
Engineers; (6) 1967 Annual Meeting of 
the Association of American Geographers; 
and (7) two meetings of the American 
Meteorological Society. 
Information Resources; A Searcher's 
Manual. MOREL Regional Information 
System for Educators. By George 
Grimes and James Doyle. Detroit: Mich-
igan-Ohio Regional Educational Labora-
tory, Inc. 56p. (ED 034 559, MF-$0.25 
HC-$2.90). 
This document is one of a series de-
scribing the background, functions, and 
utilization of the Regional Information Sys-
tem ( RIS) developed by the Michigan-
Ohio Regional Educational Laboratory 
(MOREL). The purpose of this manual is 
to detail a procedure for performing a 
productive search of informational needs of 
educators. The focus of the manual is upon 
the individual researcher, but the meth-
odology and materials delineated could be 
used within an organization as well. The 
manual is divided into two general sec-
tions. Chapter one discusses the searching 
procedure covering definition of the ques-
tion, the information searching procedure, 
and the bibliographic chain. A search pro-
cedure form and a model of the searching 
process are also included. Chapter two 
deals in more detail with the various infor-
mational formats included in the biblio-
graphic chain. Specific resources are listed 
and annotated, including human, institu-
tional, and printed resources, and informa-
tion agencies. The concluding section of 
the manual provides a listing of existing 
sources of these resources, the suggested 
contents of a basic educational reference 
collection, · and a keyword index. A select-
ed bibliography of fourteen items on the 
searching procedure is appended. 
Information Services; A Survey of the 
History and Present Status of the 
Field. MOREL Regional Information 
System for Educators. By George 
Grimes. Detroit: Michigan-Ohio Regional 
Educational Laboratory, Inc., 1969. 35p. 
(ED 034 560, MF-$0.25 HC-$1.85). 
This document is one of a series describ-
ing the background, functions, and utiliza-
tion of the Regional Information System 
( RIS) developed by the Michigan-
Ohio Regional Educational Laboratory 
(MOREL). The continuing history of the 
field of librarianship and information ser-
vices is reviewed in this report. The first 
part covers ancient times to the invention 
of movable type; the second extends from 
the advent of print to the end of the 
nineteenth century; and the third sum-
marizes the period from 1900 to the pres-
ent. The first two parts deal almost ex-
clusively with library history, although the 
work of documentalists becomes a stronger 
and stronger trend from the last of the 
nineteenth century onwards. The empha-
sis in the last part is on the accelerating 
activities of the information services area 
as operationalized by those engaged in 
documentation, information retrieval, and 
the emerging discipline of information sci-
ence. Appended are descriptions of the in-
formation service efforts of four regional 
educational laboratories: the Far West 
Laboratory for Educational Research and 
Development, the Michigan-Ohio Region-
al Educational Laboratory, the Central 
Midwestern Regional Educational Labora-
tory, and the Southwestern Cooperative 
Educational Laboratory. 
Establishing the Information System: An 
Operational Handbook. MOREL Re-
gional Information System for Edu-
cators. By Charles Kromer and James 
Doyle. Detroit: Michigan-Ohio ~egional 
Educational Laboratory, Inc., 1969. 65p. 
(ED 034 561, MF-$0.50 HC-$3.35). 
This document is one of a series de-
scribing the background, functions, and 
utilization of the Regional Information 
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System (RIS), developed by the Michi-
gan-Ohio Regional Educational Laboratory 
(MOREL). RIS, which was developed to 
improve the accessibility of information for 
the educational practitioner, is described 
in this handbook. The handbook is also 
designed to help others plan, develop, a~d 
operate information systems. Included In 
the handbook are: ( 1) an introduction to 
RIS; ( 2) a detailed description of the sys-
tem's two components: the Resource Bank 
and the Referral Library; ( 3) information 
on installation activities; ( 4) discussions of 
staffing, facilities, costs, the timetable, and 
evaluation; and ( 5) a summary of the evo-
lution of the system. Appendixes include: 
the Resource Bank coding scheme, the As-
sociation Referral Information Service 
( ARIS) coding scheme, a list of suggested 
materials for a basic referral library collec-
tion, a sample numeric subclassificat~on 
system, Keyword in Context (KWIC) hst-
ings, the MOREL search procedure form, 
a sample data sheet, and an annotated list 
of selected collections of materials in the 
MOREL Information Center's information 
file. 
Studies in Public Library Government, 
Organization, and Support. Final Re-
port. By Guy Garrison. Illinois University, 
Urbana: Library Research Center, 1969. 
538p. (ED 034 567, MF-$2.00 HC-
$27.00). 
This report consists of six individual re-
ports that were done by staff members at 
the Library Research Center as part of the 
overall project. In Part I, "Financing Pub-
lic Library Expansion: Case Studies of 
Three Defeated Bond Issue Referendums," 
Ruth G. Lindahl and William S. Berner 
analyze defeated library bond issue refer-
endums in Champaign, Quincy, and Pe-
oria, Illinois. In Part II, "Suburban Com-
munities and Public Library Service in the 
Chicago Metropolitan Statistical Area," 
Ruth G. Lindahl tests the proposition that 
certain types of suburban communities will 
have predictably higher levels of public li-
brary service than will others. For Part III, 
"Public Opinion in Illinois Regarding Pub-
lic Library Support and Use" by Carol 
Kronus and James W. Grimm, field inter-
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views were conducted with 2,031 respon-
dents representing a probability sample of 
adult residents of Illinois. In Part IV, Wil-
liam S. Berner examines "Campaign Con-
duct and the Outcome of Library Bond 
Referendums." Barbara 0. Slanker, in Part 
V, is concerned with "Administrative Struc-
ture of Public Library Systems and Its Re-
lationship to Level of Service Offered by 
Member Libraries." In Part VI, Ralph 
Stenstrom presents an analysis of "Factors 
Associated with Membership and Non-
membership in Library Systems in Illinois." 
The Cost of Maintaining and Updating 
Library Card Catalogs. Final Report. 
By J. L. Dolby and others. Los Altos, 
Calif.: R and D Consultants, 1969. 127p. 
(ED 035 432, MF-$0.50 HC-$6.45. A 
related document is ED 022 517). 
The main problem considered in this 
project is whether it will be possible for 
civilization to cope with the increasing 
quantities of archival information that must 
be stored in libraries, and if so, whether 
traditional methods of identification and 
access will prove adequate to the task. It 
is concluded that unless the storage, trans~ 
mission, and retrieval of information in li-
brary archives is automated, there is no 
hope of keeping pace with the exponential 
growth of libraries. Part I explores the 
problem of determining the relationship of 
library growth to the growth of those com-
ponents of civilization that support and use 
libraries. Part II analyzes cost factors in 
maintaining and updating card catalogs. It 
was found that simple situations do not re-
quire automation, but that complex ones, 
which appear unavoidable for most large 
libraries, demand automation on economic 
as well as on access grounds. 
A Computer Based System for Reserve 
Activities in a University Library. By 
Paul J. Fasana and others. Columbia Uni-
versity, N.Y.: The Libraries, 1969. 109p. 
(ED 035 431, MF-$0.50 HC-$5.55). 
After a detailed study of the reserve 
processing activities of the Columbia Uni-
versity Library System, it was decided that 
an attempt to design a reserve system 
which would make the fullest use of com-
puters would be undertaken. This would 
be an integrated system developed over a 
period of time in a series of clearly de-
fined phases. Three different phases were 
distinguished which could be developed in 
series or simultaneously, depending on 
such factors as operating software and 
hardware availability. After three years a 
fully tested system, called Reserves Proc-
essing has been developed for Phase One 
and implemented in two working environ-
ments. The Reserves Processing system ac-
cepts input in the form of brief biblio-
graphic citations, inventory data and course 
information, creates a master machine 
stored reserve file, produces a variety of 
records to assist in the processing of re-
serve books, and prints a variety of lists to 
be used for reference purposes. All of 
these operations, except input, are done as 
off-line, batch-processed operations. Only 
input is done in an on-line mode. This re-
port includes a general systems descrip-
tion intended for the nontechnical reader 
as well as program and hardware specifica-
tions intended for the technical reader. 
Cost and Time Analysis of Monograph 
Cataloging in Hospital Libraries: A 
Preliminary Study. By Linda Angold. 
Detroit: Wayne State Univ., Library and 
Biomedical Information Service Center, 
1969. 23p. (ED 035 428, MF-$0.25 HC 
-$1.25). 
The purpose of this paper is: ( 1) to 
propose models to be used in evaluating 
relative time and cost factors involved in 
monograph cataloging within a hospital li-
brary, and (2) to test the models by per-
forming a cost and time analysis of each 
cataloging method studied. To establish as 
complete a list of cataloging work units as 
possible, several hospital catalogers in the 
Detroit area were interviewed to learn the 
pattern of steps they follow. A checklist of 
cataloging work was then prepared to test 
the following possible approaches to cata-
loging: ( 1) original cataloging, using ei-
ther Library of Congress ( LC) or National 
Library of Medicine ( NLM) systems, ( 2) 
cataloging with LC cards, ( 3) cataloging 
with ( LC) cards, but utilizing NLM sub-
ject headings, ( 4) cataloging with LC 
~ · 
\ 
proofcopy, and ( 5) cataloging from NLM 
bibliographic information. Data for the 
cost-time analysis was collected during 
March of 1969 at the Wayne State Uni-
versity School of Medicine Library 
(WSUML). Fifty titles considered suitable 
for a hospital library were cataloged using 
each of the above approaches. The differ-
ent cataloging methods measured are dis-
cussed in relation to the hospital library sit-
uation. For each method there is a table 
listing ·the time and cost values for every 
work unit with alternatives available with-
in each method. 
A Systems Analysis of the Library and 
Information Science Statistical Data 
System: The Preliminary Study. In-
terim Report. By Morris Hamburg and 
others. Philadelphia: Pennsylvania Uni-
versity. 55p. (ED 035 421, MF -$0.25 
HC-$2.85). 
The long-term goal of this investigation 
is to design and establish a national model 
for a system of library statistical data. This 
is a report on The Preliminary Study which 
was carried out over an eleven-month peri-
od ending May 1969. The objective of The 
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Preliminary Study was to design and de-
limit The Research Investigation in the 
most efficient and meaningful way. The 
Preliminary Study concentrated on ( 1) 
the background research required to de-
termine the nature and relevance of pre-
vious and ongoing research in this field and 
( 2) the design of The Research Investiga-
tion. The Preliminary Study included a 
literature search and intensive review of 
relevant research; interviews with a wide 
variety of librarians, officials of library as-
sociations, government officials, and uni-
versity researchers; and other activities rel-
evant to the construction of the design of 
The Research Investigation. This final re-
port primarily consists of a proposal for 
The Research Investigation and a sum-
mary of a background study on "Statistical 
Measures Required for Library Managerial 
Decision Making Under a Planning-
Programming-Budgeting-System (PPBS) ." 
This background study was a masters the-
sis by Jerome Ackerman (University of 
Pennsylvania), partially supported under 
the grant for The Preliminary Investiga-
tion. Appended are a 101-item bibliogra-
phy and library benefit-cost management 
model. 
r---------------------------------------------------~ ~ ----------------------------------------------
Here is a reference work of monumental importance 
to the library world. For guidance in selecting titles 
for a new library, for providing fi ll- ins in a parse 
collection, for upda ting an old establi heel collection 
-Books for Junior Colleae L ibraries i the best answer. 
This defini tive list is a scholarl y eli t illation of 
r ecognized superior college library collections, out-
standing b ibliographies, the best thinking of hun-
dreds of expert consultants, and ski lled editing. 
From Ana tomy to Zoology, subject coverage is 
extensive (see listing a t right) . Each entry includes 
author and title, subtitle, edition, publ isher, da te of 
publication, price in the country of publica tion, 
p agina tion, Library of Congress card number . Order 
your copy now. $35.00 
The publication of B ooks fo r J unior College L ibraries 
is endorsed by the J oint Committee on Junior Colleges 
of the A merican Association of J unior Colleges and the 
American L ibrary Association)· and the Junior 
College Section of tlze Association of College and 
R esearch L ibraries, a division of the A L A . 
SUBJECTS COVERED IN 
BOOKS FOR JUNIOR COLLEGE LIBRARIES 
• Philosophy 
• Religion 
• Psychology 
• Geography 
• Social Science 
and Sociology 
• Anth ropology 
•. Political Science 
• Law 
• Human Anatomy 
and Physiology 
• Education 
• Music 
• Art 
• Language 
• Rec reati on, Sports 
• Mathematics 
• Physics 
• Chemistry 
• Geology 
• Astronomy 
• Biology 
• Medicine 
• Technology and 
Engineering 
• Dra ma, Theater, 
and Dance 
• General Science 
• Zoology 
• Literatu re 
General 
American 
English 
French 
German 
Spanish , Latin-American 
and Portuguese 
Other European 
Oriental and African 
• History 
General 
'Europe 
Africa 
Asia 
Australia, 
Ocean ia, Polar Regions 
North America 
Latin America 
• Economics and Business 
• Military and Naval Science 
• Botany and Agriculture 
• General Works 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION·· 50 East Huron St., Chicago, Ill. 60611 
.... . 
l 
THE PLACE TO GO 
FOR CURRENT SUBJECT I AUTHOR 
INDEXING TO SCIENCE 
AND TECHNOLOGY 
JOURNAL LITERATURE/ 
BOOKS/ U.S. GOVERNMENT RESEARCH 
AND DEVELOPMENT REPORTS 
Now in its fourth year of publication, PANDEX Current Index 
to Scientific and Technical Literature is the reference source of choice 
for interdisciplinary research. 
2,400 journals are covered by computer · indexing for rapid 
information. Each year approximately 6,000 books are manually 
indexed. During a year 35,000 U.S. Government Technical Reports 
are indexed-in all over 300,000 items. Pandex is a permuted index-
titles may be found under as many as 6 to 20 different subject heads. 
Weekly on magnetic tape 
for individual user's SDI or 
retrospective search. $6,500 
a year including user programs. 
Bi-weekly in printed form. 
26 issues a year, each 
approximately 300 pages. 
$360 a year. 
Quarterly and annual 
cumulations on microfiche or 
microfilm $295 a year. 
For more information and 
sample copy write to: 
CCM INFORMATION CORPORATION 
A subsidiary of Crowell Collier and Macmillan 
909 THIRD AVENUE, DEPT. 149, NEW YORK 10022 

~ Microfiche users asked 
r for a truly low-cost portable reader. 
DISI delivered. 
The U.S. Office of Education of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare realized the need for a new microfiche reader. 
Thirteen companies bid for the development contract. DASA 
got it. And DASA delivered the PMR/50 .. . a major breakthrough 
in micropublishing. A lightweight reader so portable that it can 
be held in the lap. So inexpensive that it's well within the reach 
of any library, schooL hospital or commerciaL industrial or 
governmental operation. 
The PMR/50 has an 8Y2" x 11" viewing screen and weighs 
just 7Yz pounds. It accepts 4" x 6" microfiche with interchange-
able grid formats for scanning controL including DOD, NMA 
and COSATI. The reader is simple to operate and requires no 
special training. Focus is set by a fingertip dial and remains 
constant. The screen image is extremely clear. Uniform high or 
low illumination can be selected. And the PMR/50 plugs into a 
regular electrical outlet. 
Using the PMR/50 is almost like reading a book. And that's 
what it's all about, isn't it? To find out more about what the 
PMR/50 is all about, call or write for ordering information, 
delivery schedules or other details to DASA Corporation, 
Information Systems Division, ~~.:.~r.:ll 
15 Stevens Street Andover, ~~E;::.I • 
Mass. 01810, (617) 475-4940. 
DASA Corporation: Information Systems Division, Data Products Division, 
Telephone Products Division, International Operations, Leasing a nd Fie ld 
Service Division, EDP Business Forms and Supplies Division. Offices in principal 
c ities in the United Sta tes a nd a broa d. 
1609. First printing. 500 copies. j 
1970. Second printing. One copy. 1 
We don't know exactly how many copies 
of this book were originally published 361 
years ago. But we do know that over the years 
it's become more and more difficult for scholars 
to get their hands on one. 
Fortunately, University Microfilms 
is making sure that the supply of any book is 
precisely equal to the demand for it. And if 
just one copy of a book exists, and is capable 
of being microfilmed, we can make as many 
additional copies as anyone wants. 
As of this moment, we have over 82,000 
out-of-print books on microfilm. And if 
we don't have a book, we'll find it, film it, and 
tum out copies like the one above. 
Books printed in Roman alphabets 
cost 4¢ per page. Books in non-Roman 
alphabets cost 6¢ a page. And our minimum 
order is one copy. 
If you're a librarian interested in seeing 
which books we already have on film, send for 
our free 500-page catalog. We'll also send you 
The 0-P Bookfinder, our monthly publication 
which lists the books we're adding to 
our collection. 
If you still can't find what you want, send 
us the title, author and publisher's name. 
If copies of the book are still around, we'll 
see to it that you get one too. 
University Microfilms 
300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103, ·(313) 761-4700 
University Microfilms Limited, High Wycomb , England. 
A XEROX COM 'ANY XEROX 
Scholarly 
Reprints 
THOMAS BLOUNT. Nomolexikon: A Law-
dictionary. London, 1670. $19.00 
EDMUND FRY. Pantographia. 
London, 1799. Illustrated. 
RoBERT GREENHOW. The History of 
Oregon and California. Boston, 1844. 
Folding map. Index. $12.50 
GEORGES .GUILLET DE ST. GEORGES. 
The Gentleman's Dictionary. 
London, 1705. Illustrated. $9.00 
CHRISTOPHER IRVINE. Historice Scoticce 
Nomenclatura Latino-Vernacula. 
Edinburgh, 1682. $12.00 
FRANCISCUS JuNIUS. Etymologtcum 
Anglicanum. Edited by Edward Lye. 
Oxford, i743. $45.00 
DAVID MALCOLME. Essay on the 
Antiquities of Great Britain and Ireland. 
(Expanded I 5-part edition.) 
Edinburgh, 1738. $12.00 
LAWSON ANDREW SCRUGGS. Women 
of Distinction. Raleigh, N.c., 1893. 
New introduction (1970) by Otey M. 
Scruggs,. Professor of History, Syracuse 
University. Photographs. Illus. $1o.oo 
STEPHEN SKINNER. Etymologicon Linguce 
Anglicance. London, 1671. $55.00 
JOHN THOMAS SMITH. Vagabondiana; 
or, Anecdotes of Mendicant Wanderers 
through the Streets of London. 
London, 1817. Illus. 
SILAS TAYLOR. The History ofGavel-kind. 
London, 1663. Folding chart. $12.50 
[JOHN WoRLIDGE]. Dictionarium 
Rusticum f5 Urbanicum. 
London, 1704. Illustrated. $27.00 
JOHN WoRLIDGE. Systema Agriculturce. 
London, 1675. The znd edition. $23.00 
All books printed on acid-free "3oo-year" 
paper and bound in buckram over binder's 
boards. We shall be pleased to send our cat-
alog. Address orders f5 inquiries to: 
s ·HERWIN 6? FRE UTE L Publishers 
1017 N. La cienega Boulevard Los Angeles, california 90069 [ 213] 652-4777 cables: Monkbarns 
--------~ - - - - -
Announcing 
An important 
new bibliography from the 
American Library Association 
American and British 
Genealogy and Heraldry 
P. William Filby, compiler 
More than 200 American and British 
genealogical authorities assisted in the compilation 
of this annotated bibliography, the most 
definitive reference of its kind ever published. 
• More than 1,800 entries, with buying 
information on currently available works 
• Individual annotation and evaluation 
• Coverage from pre-Colonial America 
through the Civil War 
• Includes regional and ethnic groups of 
the United States and Canada 
-=~~~~~~~~~~· Includes England, Scotland, Ireland, 
and Wales 
• Special section on Heraldry 
• Fully indexed 
Family research as hobby or profession 
is becoming increasingly popu la r. With 
the publ ication of American and British 
Genealogy and Heraldry, every librarian 
can now give expert guidance in 
this field. $1 0 
~ AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
50 East Huron Street • Chicago, Illinois 60611 
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·-----------.----------------~ 1 I Dept. CR7-5 1 
Microcard Editions I I 901-26th Street, N. W. I 1 I Washington, D. C. 20037 1 
I I 0 Please send . . . . . copies of your latest catalog I 1 I without cost or obligation. I 
1 I 0 This is an order for the following titles: 1 
I I 0 Guide to Reprints {1970); 0 Guide to Micro- 1 
I I 
forms in Print (1970); 0 Subject Guide to Micro- I 
forms in Print (1970-71); D Announced Reprints. 
I I Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
I I I I I Title . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . I 
1 I Organization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
I 1 Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
I I .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. I 
~----------------------------~ 
ANNOUNCED REPRINTS 
A cumulative, quarterly {February, May, August, November) publication 
that lists forthcoming reprints-i.e. full-size, hard-bound reprints that have 
been announced but have not yet been produced. It includes books, 
journals, and other materials originating with publishers both in the 
United States and abroad. Softbound. Postage paid. $30.00 per year. 
GUIDE TO REPRINTS. 1970. 
An annual, cumulative list, in alphabetic order, of books, journals, and 
other materials available in reprint {full-size, hard-bound) form from pub-
lishers in the United States and abroad. Over 38,000 titles issued by 183 
reprint publishers. 255 pp. Softbound. Postage paid, $1 0.00. 
GUIDE TO MICROFORMS IN PRINT. 1970. 
An annual, cumulative list, in alphabetic order, of books, journals, and 
other materials available on microfilm, microfiche, and other microforms 
from publishers in the United States. Over 18,000 titles. I 13 pp. Soft-
bound. Postage paid, $6.00. 
SUBJECT GUIDE TO MICROFORMS IN PRINT. 1970-71. 
A biennial, cumulative list, by subject classifications, to books, journals, 
and other materials available on microfilm, microfiche, and other micro-
forms from publishers in the United States. I I 0 pp. Softbound. Postage 
paid, $6.00. 
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISlON, THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY 
Edinboro 51 Coli, Edinboro Po 16412 
FORREST, Patricia, English Dept, 
Alverno Coli, Milwaukee Wis 53215 
FORREST, Patsy N, Dept of 
Nursing, Vanderbilt Univ, Nashville 
Tenn 37203 
FORREST, Richard L, Dept of 
Electronics, Son Diego Evening Coli, 
Son Diego Col 921 0 1 
FORREST, Robert G, Moth Dept, 
Wash and Jefferson, Wosh Po 15301 
FORREST, Sidney, Dept of Mus, 
Peabody lnsl, Baltimore Md 21202 
FORREST, William C, Lemoyne 
Coli, Syracuse N Y 13214 
FORREST, William G, DP,.. 
Physics, Block H,.,. ' 
61265 
.• J, Dept of 
(hem, Niagara Univ, Niagara Universil 
NY 14109 
FORRESTER, Kent A, Dept of 
English, Univ of Me, Orono Me 04473 
FORRESTER, Lucy S, Dept of Law, 
Emory Univ, Atlanta Go 30322 
FORRESTER, Maurtten, Dept of 
Voice, Philadelphia Musical Aced, 
Philadelphia Po 191 03 
FORRESTER, Ray, Dean of Low, 
Cornell Univ, Ithaca N Y 14850 
FORRESTER, Sherri R, Dept of 
(hem, Univ of N C, Greensboro N C 
27412 
FORRESTER, William E, Dept of 
Psychol, St Univ of N Y, Oswego N Y 
13126 
FORREY, Robert J, Dept of 
English, Univ of Hartford, West 
Hartford Conn 06117 
FORRIST AU, Paul H, Dept of 
Acclg, Bentley Coli, Boston Mass 
02115 
FORRISTER, Vardaman, Dept of 
Social, David Lipscomb Coli, Nashville 
Tenn 37203 
FORRO, Frederick, Dept of 
ESSENTIAL-The National Facultv Directory-1970 is the 
only source you need to consult in order to learn "who's where " 
in the academ ic world . College and university faculty members 
occupy pivotal posit ions in today 's world . An inexhaustible 
source of information. they are the kinds of people other people 
need to identify. locate. and contact. 
EASY-TO-USE-Until now. information on faculty members 
has been available only in piecemeal form : Now. in a single 
alphabetical source. it is possible to locate virtually every 
person in the United States who has a faculty position at any of 
more than 2.500 colleges and universities. Each of 
the 320.000 listings includes the individual's name. 
institution name. departmental 
desig~at i on . street address if necessary. The 
and c1ty. state. and z1p . 
National 
AN ALPHABETICAL LIST. WITH ADDRESSES. OF 320.000 Facu It y 
FACULTY MEMBERS AT JUNIOR COLLEGES, COLLEGES. 
AND UNIVERSITIES IN THE UNITED STATES Directory 
COMPREHENSIVE-Covers -1970 
over ninety-five percent of faculty 
members in the United States. These 
faculty members are drawn from all disciplines. 
sub-disciplines. and inter-disciplinary programs. In addition to 
full-time teachers. The National Facultv Directory includes 
presidents. vice-presidents. deans. and other major administrative 
executives as well as thousands of lecturers. adjunct and 
visiting professors. artists and writers in residence. and 
persons in other teaching positions. 
UP -TO-DATE-An annual publication. The National Faculty 
Directory is based on the latest catalogs. class lists. and 
campus directories. The master data bank is updated monthly to 
insure that each annual contains the current information 
required by publishers. equipment manufacturers. government 
offices. newspapermen. research scientists. students. management 
consultants. personnel departments. executive recruiters. 
academic colleagues. and hundreds of other researchers. 
THE NATIONAL FACULTY DIRECTORY-1970 IS AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATELY -CLOTHBOUND .... S58.50 
ALL ORDERS SENT ON OUR THIRTY-DAY FREE EXAMINATION PLAN 
Gale Research Company 
BOO K TOWER • DETROIT. MICHIGAN 48226 
Biophysics, Yale Univ, New Haven Conn 
, · ~ lr 
. . ..., 
f J 
SPECIAL 
COLLECTION 
UP TO 
DISCOUNT ON 
QUANTITY ORDERS 
ALL TITLES 
SUBJECT TO 
PRIOR SALE 
OFFERS 
CHEMISTRY 
ASTRONOMY 
MATHEMATICS 
.MEDICINE 
PHYSICS-
TECHNOLOGY 
'PERIODICAL SETS 
• WRITE OR PHONE IMMEDIATELY FOR PARTICULARS ON 
~ACH COLLECTION AND OTHER COLLECTIONS OF 
INTEREST FOR YOUR LIBRARY 
STECHERT-HAFNER, Inc. 
31 EAST 10 STREET-NEW YORK. N.Y. 10003 
TELEPHONE: 212-674-6210 
